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WELCOME

ROBERT MELIA
WATSON
HEAD OF AWARDS
MANAGEMENT
robert.watson@ipe.com

I

t was again a great night for Ivanhoé Cambridge – winning four awards, including the
top prize of Global Real Estate Investor of the Year – an accolade it won last year and in
2016. Congratulations once again on a fine year. The Québec-based giant beat off some
stiff competition from fellow Canadians Oxford Properties, Europe’s APG and Bouwinvest, and the American state sovereign fund, Texas Permanent School Fund, all of which
were winners in their own right in other categories.
Ivanhoé’s success this year stemmed from further commitments to and consolidation of
existing joint venture partnerships in its global investment platform, in addition to its
focus on the development of a streamlined and sophisticated corporate social responsibility policy.
The Canadians again in general did well, with Ivanhoé winning three other awards,
HOOPP two, and CPPIB and Oxford one apiece. HOOPP’s win in the Sustainable Strategy
category saw the Ontario healthcare sector pension fund dubbed ‘a lighthouse in the
industry’ by one judge. This is no mean feat given the increasing importance of applying
ESG factors at the heart of real estate investment strategies.
Speaking of depth, it’s not just about the winners. Many categories are hotly contested,
with the winners claiming their titles by the narrowest of margins. We’d like to take this
opportunity to thank all the entrants for taking part. Given the fact we attract some of the
world’s leading institutional investors and the judges struggle to separate them, we are
confident that we have once again produced a unique peer-led benchmark that they can
measure their performance against. To emphasise the importance of the contribution of
the short-listed candidates to this objective, from this year we will be presenting them
with a special certificate commending them on their achievement.
So, after another record-breaking year in which we welcomed the world’s largest
pension fund to the awards among an already extremely high-quality roster of investors,
we look forward to seeing you next year in Copenhagen on 14 May.

How the IPE Real Estate Global Awards work
The IPE Real Estate Global Awards are divided among four levels:
PLATINUM
l Global Real Estate Investor of the Year
l Outstanding Industry Contribution
l Real Assets and Infrastructure Investor of the Year
GOLD
l Large Real Estate Investor of the Year (with real estate assets > €1bn)
l Medium Real Estate Investor of the Year (with real estate assets €500m–1bn)
l Small Real Estate Investor of the Year (with real estate assets up to €500m)
l Investment Consultancy of the Year
SILVER REGIONAL
SILVER THEMED
All entrants participate in their regional award by default and may enter as
many of the themed awards as they wish, including the platinum Real Assets &
Infrastructure Investor of the Year.
For the gold awards, we invite investment consultants to prepare entries
for the Investment Consultancy of the Year. For the remaining gold categories
and platinum Global Real Estate Investor of the Year, we assign the institutional
investor entrants to their respective category based on the value of their real
estate portfolios or global reach. Entrants may prepare separate copy for these
awards, if they wish to.
We use a streamlined online entry system to process the entries. Once all the
entries are submitted, the judges can access them online using a secure login.

Each judging panel features at least three judges. For the regional awards,
the majority are locally-based investment consultants and/or academics. For
the gold Investment Consultancy of the Year, the panel consists of ex-pension
fund executives and/or academics.
The first phase of the judging process invites each member of each
judging panel to read and score the entries according to a 20-point score
matrix that ranks each against its peers, nationally, regionally and globally.
We calculate an average of the judges’ scores to produce the ranking in
each category.
We then invite the judges to take part in a second round debate stage if there
is no clear winner from the first round or if they request a debate.
The judges may revise their scores during or after the debate. If need be, we
then recalculate the averages and agree the winners.
For the platinum Outstanding Industry Contribution award, we invite our
readers and judges to nominate any individual, organisation, concept, development or company that they believe has made a significant contribution to the
development of the institutional real estate sector.
We then form a short-list who enter the IPE Real Estate Hall of Fame and
name the winner of the Outstanding Industry Contribution.
If you would like to enter the IPE Real Estate Global Awards 2020, become a judge
or learn more about the entries and judging process, please contact:
Robert Melia Watson
Head of Awards Management
T: +44 (0)20 3465 9327
Email: robert.watson@ipe.com

2019

Steigenberger Wiltcher’s Hotel, Brussels
26/27 September 2019
The annual IPE Real Assets & Infrastructure conference is an
essential summit for institutional investors looking to understand
where the asset class is going and how best to invest in it.
The programme will address key themes including:

• New global drivers of risk
• Infrastructure debt
• Airport and aircraft investing
• Emerging markets

For more information

• Smart cities and digital disruption
• Impact investing
• Agriculture
• Renewables and the energy transition

Contact: Janet Pearch on +44 20 3465 9303 or at janet.pearch@ipe.com
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JUDGES

From the chair of judges
Georg Inderst

T

Georg Inderst is an independent adviser to
pension funds, institutional investors and
international organisations. He is a leading
expert in infrastructure investment and green/
sustainable finance. He has been chair of judges
of the IPE Real Estate Global Awards since 2018.

Now retired, Hermann
Aukamp was chief
investment officer, real
estate, at the North
Rhine Doctors’ Pension
Fund (NAEV) for more
than 33 years. Hermann
continues working in
the industry on board
memberships and
advisory functions.
Edward Barker is a
director at Zanders,
a consultancy active
in treasury, corporate
finance and risk for
both public and private
sector clients, based
in the Netherlands,
Belgium, Switzerland,
UK and US.
Gunnar Branson is the
CEO of the US-based
Association of Foreign
Investors in Real Estate
(AFIRE), an association
for global institutional
investors focused on the
US property markets.

he IPE Real Estate Global Awards provide a good opportunity for investors to congregate
with their peers worldwide and to measure themselves against the leading real estate
investment practices. For example, how do investors build successful long-term strategies and what are the latest insights from practical implementation? What are the innovations
to follow and the pitfalls to avoid? How to adjust to changing market and political conditions?
This year’s Awards saw a record 220 entries from 18 countries, including some of the
world’s largest pension funds and real estate investors. Equally important, there is a broad
range of small and medium-sized asset owners with their own original strategies. They all
competed for trophies in 29 categories, of which seven are global, eight regional and 14
around specific investment themes. On aggregate, the entrants manage assets of an impressive
€3.8trn, of which real estate assets total some €320bn.
I believe that high standards of governance should be applied to the awards process. This
requires both a well-structured approach and a strong pool of experts in the field. A robust
multi-stage judging process has been developed over time at IPE, and it is being refined
annually with inputs from judges and entrants to reflect evolving market practices.
In the selection of judges – 39 this year from 12 countries – we pursue a broad variety of
backgrounds and professional experiences, including investment consultants and real assets
advisers, board members and trustees, academics and other industry experts. We bring in
fresh eyes every year.
Judging the IPE Real Estate Global Awards is an honour, but it also comes with some
commitment. It requires considerable concentration to understand the efforts made by
investors of different types and sizes, with different objectives and regulatory regimes. Judges
do this on a purely voluntary basis. Therefore, let us express our gratitude for their crucial
contribution. Let’s also thank the IPE Events team that manages the operations and communications with the investors and the judges.

Douglas Crawshaw leads
the EMEA Real Estate
Manager Research team
at Willis Towers Watson,
with over 20 years
of direct and indirect
real estate investment
experience. He joined
the firm’s real estate
research team in 2007.
With an extensive real
estate background, Alan
Dalgleish is responsible
for leading ANREV’s
executive office team
and for working with
its management and
executive boards to
implement its strategic
growth plans.
Carsten Eckert is
founding partner and
CEO of Insticube and also
serves as a member of
non-executive boards
in some of his other
corporate investments.

Now retired, Jim
Fetgatter was formerly
the chief executive of the
US-based Association of
Foreign Investors in Real
Estate (AFIRE), a position
he held from 1992 to
2018. AFIRE preserves
and promotes crossborder investment in real
estate.
John Forbes advises
clients on governance,
regulation and real
estate fund structuring.
This has included both
the restructuring of highprofile open and closed
ended real estate funds
and the establishment of
new funds.
Sue Forster has overall
responsibility for
managing the affairs of
the IPF, an individual
members’ organisation
with over 2,000 members
from the property
investment and finance
markets in the UK and
beyond.
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With an economic
research background,
Alessandra Franzosi is
head of pension funds
and asset owners at
London Stock Exchange
Group, responsible
for relationships with
pension funds and asset
owners and developing
strategic intelligence
for new business
opportunities.
Kees Hage is a senior
real estate partner at
PwC. He was the global
real estate leader
for eight years until
2016. Currently he is
focused on strategic
advice and leading the
real estate digital and
advisory activities in the
Luxembourg office.
Neill Hamilton
is an investment
consultant, specialising
in alternatives and
manager selection. He
was CIO of the Shell
UK Pension Fund from
1994–2006, leading a
team of 15 professionals
managing over £14bn.
Casper Hammerich
is a director at Danish
specialist financial
consultancy Kirstein,
where he provides
strategic consulting to
top-tier global asset
management firms in
relation to business
development and product
optimisation.
Now independent, Peter
Hansson has a long
career in pension fund
investment and strategy
including as CEO of the
Swedish pension fund
SPK from 2005–18 and
CIO from 1993–2004.

Thomas Heijdendael
is an investment
consultant, specialising
in real estate and social
responsible investments.
Previously at Kempen, he
is a founding partner of
Finance Ideas, a Dutchbased consultancy firm
for institutional investors,
housing associations and
health care institutions.
Lars Hermann is the
CEO of CPH Advisors,
which he founded
in 2009 to advise on
manager selection, asset
allocation and portfolio
management with a
bias towards ethical
investments.
Peter Hobbs is managing
director of private
markets based in
bfinance’s London office.
He covers the real estate,
infrastructure, private
equity and private debt
markets.
Ulrich Kaluscha is a
long-term consultant to
a European real estate
fund of funds. He is
also a member of the
Investment Committee
of a Swiss institutional
investor investing globally
in direct real estate.
Ravi Khanna was a
trustee of the now
closed Kodak pension
fund for many years.
He has maintained an
interest in pensions as an
independent adviser.

Stephan Kloess
is founder of KRE
KloessRealEstate, which
focuses on strategic
advice on real estate as
a capital investment to
institutional investors.
The firm also offers
interim management
level support to lead
real estate companies
through challenging
transitional processes.
Previously with PGGM,
Peter Kraneveld is an
international pensions
expert, dealing in private
pension policy affairs.
He is also interested
in pension system
design and pension fund
governance.
Manfred Kupka is
founding partner of
BRICs Real Estate
Advisors, a specialist
emerging markets real
estate services provider.
He has over 20 years
professional experience
in the sector, 10 years of
which are in emerging
markets.
Deborah Lloyd is a
consultant to the real
estate funds industry.
She is the current
chairman of the
Association of Real
Estate Funds and was
vice chairman of the
management board of
INREV. A former real
estate funds lawyer, she
now has a number of
non-executive roles in
the sector.
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Davide Manstretta is
a senior real estate
investment professional
with over 15 years
experience in research,
portfolio analysis,
corporate finance and
technology. In his current
role at eFront, he leads
the development of real
estate products and
services, with particular
focus on performance
and risk analytics.
Edwin Meysmans was
managing director at
Belgium’s Pensioenfonds
KBC for some 20 years
until 2017. During that
time, the scheme grew
from €500m to €2bn. He
is now an independent
trustee on the board of
several pension funds.
Gerard Moore is a
consultant to the UK local
authority scheme, having
been financial controller
of the Merseyside
Pension Fund from
2002–11. He established
GFMoore Consulting.
Meagan Nichols leads
the Global Real Assets
Investment practice at
leading consultancy
Cambridge Associates.
With over €40bn of
assets under advisement,
her team provides
portfolio management
and research insights on
property and other real
assets.
Melville Rodrigues is a
partner at international
law firm Charles Russell
Speechlys, focusing on
real estate funds with
underlying investments
in the UK and abroad.

Sara Rutledge is the
managing director of
real estate products at
StratoDem Analytics,
a data science firm
deploying advanced
statistical methodology
and machine learning
to deliver geographic
market intelligence to
the real estate industry.
Jens-Christian
Stougaard is an
independent consultant,
specialising in pensions
and responsible
investments. He
was senior vice
president at the €31bn
PensionDanmark,
from 2009–18, where
he headed, inter alia,
business development,
responsible investment.
Sotiris Tsolacos is
professor of real estate
investment at Cass
Business School, London
and holds senior adviser
positions. Previously
he was chair in real
estate finance at Henley
Business School and
director of European
research at property and
portfolio research firm
CoStar.
A former investment
manager, Richard
Urban is an independent
non-executive director at
Rivington Pike, advising
on enhancements to
corporate governance
and risk management
structures of fund
management platforms.
Bas van den IJssel
has been active in
institutional real estate
asset management since
1992 and is a founding
partner of awardwinning Dutch boutique
consultancy Almazara.

As chief executive of
ULI Europe, Lisette van
Doorn is responsible for
developing the institute’s
activities across the
region. This includes its
renowned pan-European
Conference and National
Council events across
14 countries, as well as
research and missionrelated activities.
Sander Paul van
Tongeren is co-founder
and managing director
of GRESB, the global
ESG benchmark for
real assets. Previous
roles include head of
sustainability real estate
and infrastructure at
APG Asset Management
and portfolio manager
at CBRE Global Investors.
Marcello Vigasio is
senior manager at PwC
Italy, specialising in
real estate investment
and mergers and
acquisitions. He was
formerly an investment
manager at Italian life
insurance firm Poste
Vita, which has a real
estate target asset
allocation of €4bn.
Jeroen Winkelman is
head of international real
estate at Sweco Capital
Consultants, advising
on real estate and
infrastructure strategies
and investments.

Nicholas Wong is a
principal of Townsend
Group. He leads the Asia
Pacific team in Hong
Kong, which manages
the existing Asia Pacific
portfolio, sources and
underwrites best-inclass investments and
assists Asian investors
in their outbound
investments.

We See
Real Estate
Differently
LaSalle has been focused exclusively on real
estate investing for 40 years. When you have
our world-leading sector experience and
depth of research at your fingertips, you get
a compelling view of the future that enables
you to invest with confidence.
See the difference at lasalle.com

Amsterdam
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San Francisco

Atlanta

Mexico City

Seoul

Baltimore

Milan

Shanghai

Chicago

Munich

Singapore

Hong Kong

New York

Sydney

London

Paris

Tokyo

Los Angeles

Prague

Toronto
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San Diego

Vancouver

Past performance does not guarantee future results. Investment in the real estate sector is subject to risks and no investment strategy or risk management
technique can guarantee return or eliminate risk in any market environment.
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PLATINUM
GLOBAL REAL
ESTATE INVESTOR
OF THE YEAR

Ivanhoé Cambridge
“Outstanding focus on CSR in all decisions, strong partnering activity and
impressive transactions to build a very interesting portfolio of high-quality
high value-creating investments that are backed up by solid returns”
– JUDGE’S COMMENT

At a glance

Ivanhoé Cambridge
Country: Canada
Founded: 1953

At 31 December 2018
Market value, €m: 43,062
Value of real estate assets, €m:
43,062
Real estate performance: 7.8%

Short-listed
APG Netherlands
Bouwinvest Real Estate Investors
Netherlands
Oxford Properties Canada
Texas Permanent School Fund US

Judges
Hermann Aukamp
Douglas Crawshaw
Alessandra Franzosi
Stephan Kloess
Sara Rutledge
Jeroen Winkelman

➤L
 arge €43bn global real estate
subsidiary of Quebec’s CDPQ
➤D
 evelopment of corporate social
responsibility mission by 2020
➤E
 xtensive partnership approach for
global exposure across sectors
➤T
 arget growth in Europe of 23% of
total assets
➤F
 ocus on Asia Pacific and North
America in 2018

F

or the third straight year,
Canadian powerhouse Ivanhoé
Cambridge has scooped the top
honour at the IPE Real Estate
Global Awards. Ivanhoé is a real
estate subsidiary of the Caisse de
dépôt et placement du Québec,
which manages several public
pension and insurance plans. It
develops and invests in high-quality
real estate properties, projects and
companies that are shaping the
urban fabric in dynamic cities
around the world. It does so
responsibly, with a long-term view
to generate optimal, risk-adjusted
returns.
Vertically integrated in Canada,
Ivanhoé Cambridge invests internationally alongside strategic partners
and major real estate funds that are
leaders in their markets. Through
subsidiaries and partnerships, the
company holds interests in more
than 1,000 buildings, primarily in
the residential, office, retail,
industrial and logistics sectors.
Ivanhoé had close to CAD65bn
(€43bn) in assets at 31 December
2018.
Ivanhoé places corporate social
responsibility (CSR) at the very core
of its mission. These principles
underpin all the company’s decisions
and actions, from developing
top-quality buildings that meet the

highest industry standards and
finding effective ways to reduce its
carbon footprint to providing its
employees with motivating work
environments and giving back to the
community.
During its most recent strategic
planning exercise, Ivanhoé identified
CSR as a priority and developed a
CSR vision for 2020: to be recognised as a CSR leader in the real
estate industry and to position itself
as one of the most respected
companies in its field. This commitment is built around five main
objectives: ensuring healthy living
environments; guaranteeing optimal
environmental performance;
generating a meaningful and lasting
impact in the communities where it
operates; being recognised for its
highly engaged talent, and implementing the best governance
practices. It aims to integrate
environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors into every facet
of its business processes.

I

vanhoé is focused on executing
disposals and building a target
portfolio through recycling capital
and adjusting to market conditions.
To develop projects around the
world, Ivanhoé works with partners
that are strong in their markets.
Logistics specialist LOGOS is a key
example, with which Ivanhoé has
worked extensively around the
world.
In Australia, the partnership
signed contracts to acquire a 15.3ha
infill development site in Villawood,
Sydney, with a completion value of
some CAD200m. LOGOS India has
acquired two strategic logistics parks
in Chennai, India, for RPS7bn with
$800m of investment capacity. The
partners have also now entered the
Indonesian market to deliver

modern warehouse facilities in
Jakarta.
Also in India, in partnership with
Piramal, Ivanhoé announced the
completion of an equity investment
of INR500bn in Palava in the
Mumbai Metropolitan Region.
In China, Ivanhoé strengthened
its commitment to Chongbang
group with a further CAD500m
towards a landmark mixed-use
project in Shanghai featuring
commercial use, two grade-A office
towers and a modern retail mall.
In Singapore, Ivanhoé partnered
with other pension investors to
acquire one of the largest industrial
properties in the largest single-asset
deal on the island state for
SGD585m.
Ivanhoé entered the Hong Kong
market in 2018 through a co-investment to acquire a newly completed,
61,344sqm premium grade-A office
building that is LEED Gold standard
(pre-certified).
To name a few of its North
American ventures, in 2018 it
partnered with Oxford Properties to
invest in Atlanta-based IDI Logistics
and its assets and acquired Colony
Commerce Center, a development
site in Southern California. It then
partnered with Hines to begin
construction of Texas Tower, a
47-storey building in Houston.
The European market is another
key component of Ivanhoé’s
strategy, where it is targeting strong
growth by aiming to take it from 13%
to 23% of the total portfolio.

BNP Paribas Real Estate - SAS au capital de 383 071 696 € - Siège social : 167 quai de la Bataille de Stalingrad 92867 Issy-les-Moulineaux Cedex – 692 012 180 RCS Nanterre - SIRET 692 012 180 00174 - Code NAF 7010 Z.

IN A CHANGING WORLD,

TOMORROW’S REAL ESTATE
IS BUILT TODAY.

6 REAL ESTATE BUSINESS LINES
FOR YOUR PROJECTS

realestate.bnpparibas.com

Real Estate
for a changing
world
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PLATINUM
OUTSTANDING
INDUSTRY
CONTRIBUTION

François Trausch
“In the three years since François joined, Allianz has clearly been one of the
most active investors in the market, and now leads our Top 100
investor ranking”
– EDITOR’S COMMENT

At a glance
➤C
 EO of Allianz Real Estate with over
25 years’ industry experience
➤U
 nder his guidance, AUM has risen
by over €20bn in three years
➤ I ncorporation of new strategies and
regions to investment framework
➤M
 ember of board of ULI and
alumnus of Harvard Business
School

A

s CEO of Allianz Real Estate,
François Trausch has led the
business successfully through
a period of growth and innovation.
With the launch of its European debt
platform in mid-2018 and subsequent announcement that the firm
will accept third-party funds in early
2019, Trausch has set Allianz Real
Estate on a course to become a
primary real estate asset manager for
institutional investors.
Under his guidance, Allianz Real
Estate delivered a record year in
2018, with assets under management hitting €63.5bn. In an indication of the strong growth of the
business under his leadership, it has
already passed its 2020 target of
€60bn – 18 months ahead of
schedule. Overall, Allianz Real
Estate is targeting €100bn in assets
under management by the end of
2023.
Since Trausch joined the business
in January 2016, it has established
its Asia business, increased the
award-winning European debt
business and introduced a range of
new strategies and territories,
including value-add and forward
purchases.
Growth has been across asset
classes. Direct and indirect equity
investments finished the year up 10%
at €44.2bn, while the debt financing
business reached €19.3bn – €1.4bn

in the US and €7.8bn in Europe – an
overall increase of 19%. Its Asia
business also reached a record in
terms of assets at €3bn.
Trausch has set Allianz Real
Estate on a path to become truly
global in its outlook. Geographical
expansion is a part of the company’s
growth story. In 2018 it announced
that it was targeting 40% of capital
deployment into the US and Asia
Pacific over the next two years, with
60% in Europe. Growth in Asia has
been particularly strong and
sustained.

E

xamples of major deals in 2018
include: the Chapter student
housing joint venture in
London; the minority stake in
Singapore’s prime Ocean Financial
Center office tower; the acquisition of
the office asset ZLink in Beijing; the
forward purchase of the ATLAS office
complex in Munich; the acquisition
of the Ferry Building in San Francisco; co-investment in the Monteburgos development project in
Madrid; the Gangaren 11 office
complex in Stockholm, and the Scape
investment in student housing in
Australia, its first student housing
investment in Asia.
Examples of major financings in
2018 include: the refinance of St
Katharine Docks in London for
Blackstone; the 20-year loan on
Berlin’s Upper West mixed-use asset
for Signa Prime; the financing of the
Apple store on the Champs-Élysées
in Paris for BVK, and the Noventa di
Piave retail outlet in Italy for
McArthur Glen.
Underpinning all of this activity
is the dynamic relationships that
Trausch fosters among the industry’s key stakeholders, such as
developers, advisers and investors.
This is not only beneficial to

Allianz, but to the industry as a
whole.
Trausch is active in the broader
real estate industry as a member of
ULI’s global board, a member of the
European advisory board of the
Zell/Lurie Real Estate Center at the
Wharton School and a European
alumnus of the Harvard Business
School. He also manages an annual
real estate case study with the Yale
School of Management and is active
in the Munich-based ‘No Limits’
not-for-profit association supporting
students from difficult backgrounds.
Trausch has a long history in
institutional real estate. Prior to
joining Allianz, he spent six years as
Asia Pacific CEO at GE Real Estate,
and CEO and president of GE Real
Estate Japan. He spent some 20
years at GE, where other roles he
held included head of acquisitions
for Western Europe and France,
regional head for Western Europe
and chief risk officer. He has also
worked for Tishman Speyer and
Goldman Sachs and holds degrees
from ESCP Europe in Paris and
Harvard Business School.

A world
of local
real assets
expertise
Real assets demands local expertise
Our 600 real assets people in 14 offices are on
the ground to identify opportunities and drive
performance. They enable us to offer clients
strong convictions, based on real market
knowledge and longstanding experience. This
is why our clients have entrusted us with €79bn
in assets under management1, making us the
#1 real estate asset manager in Europe2 today.

Real Experts, Real People, Real Assets
Learn more about AXA IM - Real Assets

@AXAIMRealAssets

realassets.axa-im.com

As of 30 September 2018
Source: INREV Fund Manager Survey - May 2018
Design & Production: Internal Design Agency (IDA) | November 2018 | 19-10280 | Photo Credit: Gettyimages
1
2
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PLATINUM
REAL ASSETS &
INFRASTRUCTURE
INVESTOR

PensionDanmark
“Clear structure, clear track record, long history and steep learning curve
in order to save on third-party costs, with experience in direct investing,
especially renewable energy”
– JUDGE’S COMMENT

At a glance
➤1
 1% infrastructure weighting and
returns of 12.5% in 2018
➤F
 ocus on sustainable energy such
as wind farms, biomass plants and
solar parks
➤C
 reation of specialist infrastructure
fund company

PensionDanmark
Country: Denmark
At 31 December 2018
Market value, €m: 31,300
Value of real estate assets, €m:
2,700
Infrastructure performance: 12.5%

Short-listed
APG Netherlands
Industriens Pension Denmark

Judges
Carsten Eckert
Casper Hammerich
Georg Inderst



I

nfrastructure is an important part
of PensionDanmark’s portfolio,
with the current 11% weighting
returning 12.5% in 2018. Its focus is
on renewable energy, such as wind
and biomass, transmission and
transportation infrastructure, such
as rolling stock.
PensionDanmark’s attraction to
infrastructure stems from its
non-cyclical and uncorrelated return
characteristics, with expected
returns that are substantially higher
than interest rates.
PensionDanmark was the first
Danish pension fund to invest
directly in infrastructure. Steady
investments have seen the value of
the portfolio rise to DKK20bn
(€2.7bn).
Overseen internally by its
alternatives team, it seeks exposure
through a dedicated investment
company, Copenhagen Infrastructure Partners (CIP), which it set up
to develop and manage specialist
funds, in which PensionDanmark
remains the lead, if not sole,
investor. Thus, PensionDanmark’s
investments in infrastructure are
undertaken as investment commitments to CIP funds.
CIP has total commitments of
DKK51bn (€6.8bn) in four funds
under management. CIP’s remit is to
focus on long-term investments in
infrastructure assets with a high
degree of stability in cash flows and
low correlation to the ordinary

business cycles. Its primary focus is
on energy-related infrastructure
assets within a wide range of
technologies. Geographically, it
invests in countries with limited
regulatory and political risk,
primarily north-western Europe,
North America and selected
countries in East Asia.

M

uch of PensionDanmark’s
infrastructure exposure
through CIP concerns solar
and offshore windfarms and biomass
plants and is therefore an inherently
sustainable portfolio. 2018 was
another busy year, with many
strategic deals undertaken by CIP
that influence PensionDanmark’s
exposure. These include:
l CIP entered into partnership with
German geothermal developer
Deutsche ErdWärme (DEW) to
develop a portfolio of geothermal
energy projects in the upper Rhine
Valley. The projects will generate
electricity by pumping hot water of
over 100ºC up from depths of
3–5km. Geothermal is seen as a
long-term sustainable energy source
providing base load power.
l CIP committed to an equity
investment for the construction of
Blue Cloud, an onshore wind farm
located in the Bailey and Lamb
counties of Texas, consisting of
forty-three V126-3.45MW Vestas
turbines for a total capacity of
148.4MW. The project will feed
power to the US Southwest Power
Pool market.
l CIP won the tender for the first
large-scale 800MW US offshore wind
farm located 24km off Martha’s
Vineyard in Massachusetts. It is
expected to be operational by 2021,
reducing the state’s carbon emissions by over 1.6m tons a year.
l CIP commenced construction on

the Misae and Sage solar photovoltaic projects, which represent the
first of CIP’s approximately 1.1GWac
US solar portfolio to achieve such a
milestone. Misae is a 240MWac
project about 10km east of the city
of Childress, Texas. Sage is a
58MWac solar PV system in Rich
County, Utah. Both are expected to
be up and running during 2019.
l CIP next provided a $65m
mezzanine loan to finance the
onshore wind farm at Gopher Creek
in Scurry county, Texas. Gopher
Creek will have a capacity of
158MW and consists of 79 V1162MW Vestas turbines. It is expected
to commence commercial operations in the third quarter of 2019.
Gopher Creek will be part of a larger
portfolio of US onshore wind assets
CIP has invested in with Terna
Energy.
l Building on the Misae, Sage and
Gopher Creek developments, in
September, CIP opened an office in
New York to help manage and
streamline its North America
operations, which includes an
investment portfolio and pipeline of
over 4GW in the US and Canada.

A GLOBAL LEADER

in Real

Estate

Brookfield is a leader in alternative asset
management, with a focus on investing in real
estate, infrastructure and private equity. As one
of the world’s largest property investors, we own
and operate an irreplaceable portfolio of iconic
properties in the most dynamic markets globally.
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LARGE REAL ESTATE
INVESTOR

The Crown Estate
“The Crown Estate is a true heavyweight. ‘Brilliant places through conscious
commercialism’ is a concept bringing together technology, working styles,
sustainability and a willingness to adapt and demonstrate flexible thinking
that other investors should aspire to”
– JUDGE’S COMMENT

At a glance
➤L
 arge UK-focused real estate
business
➤T
 ransition from landed estate to full
commercial business model
➤O
 verhaul of investment strategy
based on holistic customer approach

The Crown Estate
Country: UK
Founded: 1961

At 31 December 2018
Market value, €m: 18,139
(All assets are real estate)
Performance: 5.2%

Short-listed
AP4 Sweden
Church Commissioners for England
UK
Industriens Pension/PFA Pension
Denmark
SPF Beheer Netherlands

Judges
Peter Hobbs
Ravi Khanna
Peter Kraneveld
Meagan Nichols

E

stablished by Act of Parliament
in 1961, The Crown Estate
manages a UK real estate
portfolio, the proceeds from which
go directly to the UK Treasury. Its
portfolio covers central London,
retail assets across the country,
offshore wind, and substantial rural
and coastal holdings. It also
manages the seabed around England, Wales and Northern Ireland.
The Crown Estate has transformed its model from a traditional
landed estate into a modern
property business. It is now embarking upon a further evolution towards
a service-based model creating and
managing places that meet the needs
of its customers.
Uniquely, The Crown Estate’s
profits are returned to the UK
treasury and it is restricted from
raising funds through debt. Achieving its objectives thus requires
recycling capital from within the
business or finding like-minded
partners.
The Crown Estate’s financial
targets are to increase net revenue
by 5% per annum on a three-year
rolling average and outperform a
bespoke MSCI benchmark on a
rolling three-year basis. It continues
to exceed these targets.
For the year to March 2018, it
reported an average increase in net
revenue of 6% per annum and a total
return of 12% per annum compared
to its bespoke benchmark of 9% and
the UK MSCI Universe of 8.6%.

The Crown Estate’s portfolio is
focused on areas of critical mass and
sectors in which it specialises. This
comprises:
l 63% West End of London. This is
an €11.4bn contiguous portfolio
across the Regent Street and St
James’s areas with a long-term
value-add development pipeline;
l 18% Regional. This is worth
€3.34bn and centred on 14 regionally dominant retail schemes plus a
portfolio of strategic land promoted
as a mixed-use scheme, including
2,500 homes and 200,000sqm of
logistics;
l 11% Offshore. This is a €1.91bn
portfolio dominated by offshore
wind that has so far enabled 7.4GW
of installed capacity with sight
through to 14GW by 2024; and
l 8% Rural. At €1.51bn this
portfolio acts as a store of capital,
releasing over €100m of receipts last
year.

O

ver the course of the past
year, in the light of evolving
societal, demographic and
technological trends, The Crown
Estate has undertaken a thorough
overhaul of its investment strategy.
This was framed by its concept of
‘Brilliant places through conscious
commercialism’ and was guided by a
number of questions, including:
l What is the long-term opportunity
presented by its existing portfolio?
l What constitutes a brilliant place?
l Who are its customers and what
do they value?
The Crown Estate believes the
answers will deliver a truly sustainable portfolio, building upon its
existing holdings to create and
enhance places in which its customers will be productive – where
‘customer’ includes not only tenants
but their employees and any

members of the public who use the
spaces.
This extends beyond customer
satisfaction to a fuller understanding of how it can add value. That
means providing space and services
for customers to achieve their
objectives and to remove the friction
that typically comes from the
traditional landlord and tenant
relationship.
This prompts a wider range of
metrics than the usual financial
analysis and focuses on questions
such as:
l Will an investment improve the
range of its customer offer?
l Might it provide a customer
service not already offered, enhancing tenant retention across the
portfolio?
l Might it contribute to social
impact and help meet customers’
responsible business agenda?
l Might it realise new income
streams for new services over and
above the normal rental offer?
By pursuing this more holistic
approach, The Crown Estate
believes that it will embed future
opportunities and create a distinctive offer that will enhance its
long-term returns.

DWS—A new name, same long-standing
RREEF real estate heritage
Over the past 45 years, our firm has built on its strong RREEF legacy to
establish the size, reputation and long-standing relationships that open
doors for real estate opportunities. Local teams in key markets around the
world provide a hands-on approach to identify long-term value potential.
That’s a heritage that may make a difference in writing a story of success
in real estate investing. Learn more at: go.dws.com/realestate.

The Alphabet of Asset Management

For Qualified Investors (Art. 10 Para. 3 of the Swiss Federal Collective Investment Schemes Act (CISA)). For institutional investors only. For Professional Clients (MiFID
Directive 2014/65/EU Annex II) only.
All investments involve risks, including possible loss of principal. Certain DWS products and services may not be available in every region or country for legal or other
reasons, and information about these products or services is not directed to those investors residing or located in any such region or country. The brand DWS represents
DWS Group GmbH & Co. KGaA and any of its subsidiaries such as DWS Distributors, Inc., which offers investment products, or DWS Investment Management Americas,
Inc. and RREEF America L.L.C., which offer advisory services. © 2019 DWS Group GmbH & Co. KGaA. All rights reserved. ALT1910413 (03/19) 064865_1.0
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WPV
“They have a strategy and have explained it, with a solid bottom-up
approach and great top-down risk assessment framework generating
impressive returns”
– JUDGE’S COMMENT

At a glance
➤H
 ighly diversified global portfolio
across styles, sectors and regions
➤T
 op-down indirect and bottom-up
direct approaches
➤F
 irst German debt investment in
2018 and move to switch from equity
to debt in North America

WPV
Country: Germany
Founded: 1993

At 31 December 2018
Market value, €m: 40,000
Value of real estate assets, €m: 960
Real estate performance: 9%

Short-listed
CERN Pension Fund Switzerland
Friends First Ireland
Union Mutualiste Retraite France

Judges
Hermann Aukamp
John Forbes
Bas van den IJssel
Davide Manstretta


W

PV is one of the fastestgrowing pension funds in
Germany. In the current
low-yield environment, this creates
a specific challenge as it attempts to
build a global real estate portfolio
while securing yields above the
target return.
To achieve diversification, steady
returns at low risk and capital
preservation, WPV initially invested
only in pan-European core funds.
But this evolved over time, with the
investment strategy reviewed each
year on the basis of a standardised
real estate reporting framework,
including ESG, to monitor risk and
support the allocation process in
terms of country, sector, style or
equity versus debt.
WPV pursues a core-satellite
approach featuring a bottom-up
direct portfolio with little or no
leverage for the core component
targeting Germany’s seven largest
cities and a top-down indirect
portfolio.
Today, the real estate portfolio is
very well diversified in terms of
countries and sectors, capital
structures, tenants and manager
risk, investment volume and
liquidity. ESG plays a key role. Aside
from signing up to the UN PRI in
2012, WPV pursues an internal
green label framework for German
assets. ESG forms a key part of fund
manager questionnaires.
For the indirect portfolio, adding

a country that best fits WPV’s
correlation and growth expectations
to achieve the risk/return profile
depends on existing holdings and
target allocation for real estate
overall. Firstly, it analyses the
country in terms of liquidity,
transparency, political risk, legal
stability, regulatory issues, natural
hazard, GDP, debt-to-GDP ratio,
inflation, yield spread, population
and employee growth, and the
current real estate cycle.
Next it considers how best to
achieve exposure, deciding first
whether to take an equity or debt
position. If equity is the preferred
option, the next question is which
strategy offers the best risk/return
profile: direct or indirect, core and
core-plus or value-add and
opportunistic.

G

enerally speaking, in stable
countries with long-term
growth, WPV opts for
value-add and opportunistic
strategies. Then, WPV analyses
different databanks and contacts
other institutional investors,
placement agents and fund managers to set up a long-list of funds.
The long-list is analysed according to quantitative criteria, such as
fund size, loan-to-value and management fees. This leads to a short-list,
which varies between three and six
fund managers and is then analysed
by qualitative criteria, such as track
record, alignment of interest, key
personnel, deal pipeline and
reputation.
Finally, the financial, legal and
tax due diligence is conducted on
between one and three funds that
are not competing for the same
mandate. The size of the commitment corresponds to WPV´s growth
and its risk appetite and varies

between 0.5% and 1% of its total
assets. The indirect satellite
portfolio is intended to generate
alpha.
By contrast, the core direct
portfolio is built to ensure a stable
income yield. The bottom-up
approach for direct investments in
Germany takes a different path, with
WPV maintaining and growing a
network of brokers that updates the
acquisition profile for assets with a
focus on landmark buildings and
developments.
UK debt strategies and Dutch
residential have been added to the
portfolio in the past 24 months. In
2018 WPV started to invest in real
estate debt in Germany. The target
yield is between 7% and 10% a year.
The North American asset
allocation is switching from equity
to debt strategies due to the market
pricing. The Asian portfolio,
including Australia, is the fastestgrowing due to commitments to
value-add and opportunistic
investments.

WE GO

FURTHER
TO FIND VALUE
In today’s market, generating consistent income is a tough task. But what
if you want to build value too? At M&G Real Estate, we believe these two
objectives can go hand in hand. That’s why we actively manage every
building in our portfolio to maximise its full potential, targeting attractive riskadjusted returns over the long term.
The value of investments will fluctuate, which will cause fund prices to fall as
well as rise and you may not get back the original amount you invested. Past
performance is not a guide to future performance.

www.mandgrealestate.com

M&G Investments and M&G Real Estate are business names of M&G Investment Management Limited and are used by other companies within the Prudential Group. M&G Investment Management Limited is registered in England and
Wales under numbers 936683 with its registered office at Laurence Pountney Hill, London EC4R 0HH. M&G Investment Management Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. M&G Real Estate Limited is
registered in England and Wales under number 3852763 with its registered office at Laurence Pountney Hill, London EC4R 0HH. M&G Real Estate Limited forms part of the M&G Group of companies. M&G Investment Management Limited
and M&G Real Estate Limited are indirect subsidiaries of Prudential plc of the United Kingdom. Prudential plc and its affiliated companies constitute one of the world’s leading financial services groups and is not affiliated in any manner
with Prudential Financial, Inc, a company whose principal place of business is in the United States of America. JAN 19 / IM2477
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KBC Pensioenfonds
OFP
“Advanced, tailored and well explained strategy, incorporating Belgium and
rest of Europe, unlisted and focus on cost efficiency”
– JUDGE’S COMMENT

At a glance

KBC Pensioenfonds
OFP
Country: Belgium
Founded: 1942

At 31 December 2018
Market value, €m: 2,200
Value of real estate assets, €m: 193
Real estate performance: 6.1%

Short-listed
fair-finance Vorsorgekasse AG
Austria
Pensions Caixa 30 Spain

Judges
Lisette van Doorn
Ulrich Kaluscha
Deborah Lloyd
Edwin Meysmans

➤P
 ortfolio restructure to reduce
listed exposure and increase private
holdings
➤S
 trategy allows for 40–60%
fluctuation range for domestic and
European portfolios
➤C
 onsolidation of indirect holdings in
one new specialised real estate fund

K

BC Pensioenfonds OFP
manages three pension plans:
one closed defined benefit
arrangement and two defined
contribution funds. The DB plan is
by far the biggest, accounting for
about 85% of KBC’s total €2.2bn asset
base.
KBC was one of the first pension
funds in Belgium to start exploring
alternative assets, such as direct and
indirect real estate and infrastructure. It has consequently built up
relevant experience in both direct
and indirect strategies in its DB
plan.
Following the fund’s latest
three-year investment review, there
is a strategic real assets weighting of
12%, split 7% and 5% between
unlisted real estate and infrastructure respectively. This has led to
three areas of action in the past 18
months: defining a real assets
strategy, new investments, simplifying and optimising.
In defining the strategy, KBC’s
focus was on stable, indexed
cashflows with limited currency risk.
To rebalance the portfolio accordingly, exposure to listed real assets
was reduced and transferred to a
broader equity portfolio while
commitments to unlisted real assets
increased.
Going forward, KBC will only
invest tactically in listed real assets
to gain exposure to specific sectors.

Two regional real estate portfolios
for Belgium and Europe ex-Belgium
may each fluctuate within a 40–60%
range based on detailed risk/return
analyses. The Belgium portfolio will
be direct; an indirect approach
governs Europe ex-Belgium. With
tactical margins of plus or minus
10%, retail and offices will account
for 35% each and logistics and
residential for 15% each. For the
Europe ex-Belgium portfolio, KBC
takes a core-satellite approach. The
core made up of 50–75% will be
diversified in four unlisted openended core funds. The satellites
featuring 25–50% will focus on
specific sectors, such as residential,
themes, ESG, or alpha from development risk within niche themes,
including retail parks in Central
Europe.

F

or new investments, a selection
procedure has been installed for
real assets in Europe ex-Belgium. This features a first round to
select which funds and managers best
suit KBC’s strategy and could fill
gaps. The second round is based on
two RFPs: one for the company and
one for the fund. These are assessed
by four departments covering
investments, reporting, tax and
compliance. The third round involves
a presentation to KBC’s investment
committee before the board makes
its decision.
Across the real assets spectrum,
KBC has made more commitments
to two existing and added two new
open-ended core funds to create a
basket of four funds among which it
can frequently rebalance its holdings. It has committed new investments to four closed-ended unlisted
core infrastructure funds. It has also
committed additional capital to
finance the development of retail

parks in Central Europe.
The simplify-and-optimise
exercise concerns the Belgian
portfolio. This consists of three
directly held assets and four special
purpose vehicles (SPVs) with six
underlying assets. KBC’s intention is
to merge the four SPVs into one
wrapper as a GVBF (gespecialiseerd
vastgoed beleggingsfonds), a new
specialised legal structure for real
estate funds created by the Belgian
government, since this model
perfectly fits with that of a Belgian
pension fund.
The restructure of the Belgian
portfolio will also simplify the
governance and optimise the tax
associated with the SPV investments. All new Belgian real estate
investments will be undertaken in
the GVBF. Moreover, the new
structure will allow the two DC
funds to diversify into unlisted real
estate in Belgium, as they are
currently too small to invest
directly.
For listed real estate shares, KBC
has partly outsourced the portfolio,
while the direct investments are
managed entirely inhouse with the
support of the KBC group.

RESEARCH-LED INVESTING
CONSISTENT REPLICABLE APPROACH
MAXIMIZING RISK-ADJUSTED RETURNS

UNPARALLELED ANALYSIS
STRATEGIC VISION,
TACTICAL THINKING

DEFINING THE FUTURE

REAL ESTATE OF MIND
Research guides. Returns follow.
At Tristan we think differently. European Real Estate is
our only focus. Research and local knowledge underpin
every investment and the strict management of risk is
imbedded into every decision we make.
It’s our real estate of mind.
www.tristancap.com
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Cambridge Associates
“Impressive reach and depth of their work across markets and assets, this
global giant is focusing on new ways to add long-term value for clients with
bespoke solutions”
– JUDGE’S COMMENT

At a glance
➤T
 hree-pillar investment advice
philosophy based on bespoke model
➤2
 5-strong dedicated real assets
investment team
➤S
 olutions have generated nearly
700bps of added value over five
years to 30 June 2018

Cambridge Associates
Country: US
Founded: 1973

Short-listed
StepStone Real Estate US
Willis Towers Watson UK

Judges
Alessandra Franzosi
Ravi Khanna
Edwin Meysmans
Jens-Christian Stougaard

C

ambridge Associates has been
partnering with clients on
their real estate investments
for more than 30 years. Several
clients were early adopters of
value-added and opportunistic fund
structures, based on access to
high-quality funds Cambridge
provided. Some of its larger clients
were also instrumental in importing
the limited partnership structure
from private equity to real estate.
These investors have since become
important sponsors of leading real
estate firms, and Cambridge continues to work with them today.
Cambridge’s real estate investment philosophy comprises three
main pillars:
l the desired role of real estate in a
client’s portfolio and investment
objectives will drive portfolio
construction;
l real estate is cyclical, so consider
investing tactically; and
l focus on proven real estate
investment partners with demonstrated operational expertise.
Cambridge believes this customised approach to investing has
significantly contributed to its clients’
real estate portfolios experiencing
nearly 700bps of added value over the
five-year period to 30 June 2018.
Cambridge builds portfolios to
meet each client’s unique needs. Its
approach to investing – customised,
counter-cyclical and deep value –
identifies managers and funds that

will avoid some of the risk drivers
that apply across core and non-core
real estate. The firm takes a valueoriented and contrarian approach to
investing, with a focus on the long
term. Tactical positioning use should
be limited to extreme valuation
scenarios, while seeking alpha at both
the portfolio structure and manager
level is essential. Cambridge believes
public real estate investments can
provide asset class exposure over
longer periods of time but are highly
correlated to equities in the short
term.

C

ambridge advocates diversification across vintage years,
managers and risk drivers to
mitigate the overall level of risk and
maintain a long-term strategy by
managing uncertainty in the markets.
Its rigorous and on-going investment
and operational due diligence process
uncovers the best ideas to build
custom portfolios and ensures the
continual quality of investments on
behalf of clients.
Cambridge believes it has the
following competitive advantages:
l Team stability and tenure. The
average tenure of senior investment
professionals in the real assets team
is over 12 years.
l Experience across real estate
vehicles and strategies. Cambridge’s
25-strong real assets investment
team has extensive experience
advising across public and private
real estate debt and equity strategies.
Its ability to look across regions,
property types, investment risk
profiles and vehicle types allows it to
identify trends and opportunities
while providing valuable insights and
advice on real estate strategy,
portfolio construction, manager
structure, access potential, manager
selection and ongoing monitoring.

l Customised portfolio solutions.
Cambridge provides discretionary
and non-discretionary outsourcing
services to its real estate clients in
separate accounts.
l Established investment manager
network. Cambridge has built a
global network of relationships with
managers, allowing it to find out
about new and emerging opportunities before other advisory firms. It
has also been successful in negotiating with managers, including in
relation to reducing management
fees, gaining access to oversubscribed
funds and securing better terms for
its clients.
l Total portfolio perspective.
Cambridge’s real estate investment
professionals have access to the full
suite of research, data and knowledge
of a global investment management
firm across different asset classes.
This allows the team to put real
estate investment decisions into the
context of each client’s broader
portfolio and helps ensure that they
meet the client’s investment
objectives.
l Independence. Cambridge
provides clients with independent,
objective advice and research. It does
not operate proprietary products or
funds and is not remunerated by
managers.
l Knowledge transfer and training.
This takes the form of various
channels including formal client
training and sharing knowledge of
best practice.

Long Harbour is one of the largest
residential investors in the UK, with circa
£1.8bn invested since inception.
RESIDENTIAL FREEHOLDS

Acquired over 160,000 apartments and houses
STRATEGIC LAND

Delivering over 10,000 units
PRIVATE RENTED SECTOR

Delivered over 1,900 units with over 1,500 in the pipeline
CONTACT

020 7723 8881 | realestate@longharbour.co.uk | www.longharbour.co.uk

2019 LAUNCHES
BIRMINGHAM

206 units
Launching in Spring

LEICESTER

297 units
Launching in Summer

Way of Life is a wholly owned subsidiary of Long Harbour
dedicated to our PRS portfolio, striving to provide best in class services
to customers resulting in solid, reliable returns to investors.
hello@wayoflife.com www.wayoflife.com
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REGIONAL
ASIA PACIFIC

National Pension
Service
“NPS has quietly moved up the ladder to become one of the largest owners
of high quality core assets in developed markets,
several of which are landmark buildings”
– JUDGE’S COMMENT

At a glance
➤W
 orld’s third largest pension fund
with 12% alternatives portfolio
➤R
 eal estate approach based on core
strategy
➤R
 estructure of global investment
teams to optimise investment
opportunities

National Pension
Service
Country: South Korea
Founded: 1987

At 31 December 2018
Market value, €m: 502,268
Value of real estate assets, €m:
22,280
Real estate performance: 11.75%

Judges
Alan Dalgleish
Manfred Kupka
Nicolas Wong

W

ith some €502.3bn under
management at 31
December 2018, South
Korea’s National Pension Service
(NPS) remains the world’s third
largest pension fund, covering the
country’s 22.3m-strong active
workforce and almost 5m pensioners. According to actuarial projections from last year, the fund’s value
is forecast to grow to about
€1,398bn by 2041.
To sustain its growth and benefit
optimally from the various global
investment markets, while limiting
its dependence on its small home
market, the NPS continues to
reallocate its assets away from
domestic fixed income to overseas
holdings, especially alternative
investments, of which real estate
forms a key part. Consequently, the
share of its strategy focusing on
global investments has increased
from 16.4% of total assets, or
€50.4bn, in 2012 to 30.1% or
€150.9bn in 2018. The alternative
quotient follows a similar pattern,
accounting for 8.4% (€26bn) in 2012,
rising to 12% (€80.1bn) in 2018.
The NPS’s alternatives portfolio
focuses on core assets that provide
stable income and flexibility against
market volatility. For instance, the
NPS sold the Sony Center in Berlin
in 2017, posting a high return and,
in 2018, bought a building of
Goldman Sachs’s European headquarters complex in London. This

was the highlight of a very active
year in terms of real estate at the
NPS. Total capital deployed stood at
some €16.6bn, while gains on
divestments reached €2bn. The
portfolio returned 13.7%, a significant increase on the 2.68% it
achieved in 2017.
The Goldman Sachs purchase
amounted to some €1.17bn,
representing the fund’s single largest
real estate transaction in the period
under review. But it was by no
means the only important deal.
Other transactions included the
sell-off of a key Australian office
building and commitments to a
Seoul-based business and commercial facilities development. It also
benefited from the sale of its
holdings in HSBC’s London headquarters and New York’s Helmsley
building for a high profit. Both these
assets had provided stable income
for the NPS when it owned them.

T

he large-scale growth the NPS
continues to seek for its
alternative and real estate
portfolios requires the support of a
well-oiled investment department.
The fund has laid an emphasis on
enhancing its global investing skills
base. This involved a three-stage
restructure.
Firstly, the NPS reorganised the
alternative investment teams to
streamline and strengthen their
capacity, reach and expertise.
Previously, the teams were divided
regionally to cover domestic and
global portfolios. But this created
specific challenges, not least how to
overcome regionally unclassified
assets. The solution was to reassign
the teams by asset class, rather than
region. Separate teams for private
equity, real estate and infrastructure
were created. This structure also

better addresses the challenge of
volatile market conditions while
sourcing the most attractive
investment opportunities.
Next, the NPS continues to
attract and retain the most talented
investing personnel matching its
strategy. This approach has seen
team numbers swell by 165 in the
past five years. A third or so of the
fund’s total headcount of 371 now
works in its global investment
teams, while a quarter work in the
alternatives departments. A team of
around 40 are spread among its
three overseas offices in London,
New York and Singapore to explore
prime assets.
Thirdly, the NPS has developed
and executed short and long-term
plans for alternative investments to
overcome fiercer competition in the
market, including activities to adopt
new asset classes and types in the
investment portfolio through
platform building, exploration and
execution, and the addition of any
new assets in its strategic asset
allocation.

Asset Management

Real estate investments.
New perspectives.

Since 1938, private and institutional investors have been relying on our
Global Real Estate team’s broadly diversified product portfolio and in-depth
expertise. Put your trust in our long-standing experience and invest in
our robust real estate investments with opportunities for sustainable return.
credit-suisse.com/realestate

The information provided herein constitutes marketing material. It is not investment advice or otherwise based on a consideration of the personal circumstances of the
addressee nor is it the result of objective or independent research. The information provided herein is not legally binding and it does not constitute an offer or invitation to
enter into any type of financial transaction. Neither this information nor any copy thereof may be sent, taken into or distributed in the United States or to any U.S. person
(within the meaning of Regulation S under the US Securities Act of 1933, as amended). The key risks of real estate investments include limited liquidity in the real estate
market, changing mortgage interest rates, subjective valuation of real estate, inherent risks with respect to the construction of buildings and environmental risks (e.g.,
land contamination). Copyright © 2019 Credit Suisse Group AG and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. Shown property: Vulcano, Zurich-Altstetten.
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REGIONAL
AUSTRIA,
GERMANY &
SWITZERLAND

Versicherungskammer
Bayern
“Good combination of direct and indirect strategies, with consistent
investment execution within appropriate structures”
– JUDGE’S COMMENT

At a glance
➤ Largest public insurance group in
Germany
➤ Combination of direct and indirect
investment strategies
➤ Exposure based sector, region,
investment type and vehicle

Verischerungskammer
Bayern
Country: Germany
Founded: 1811

At 31 December 2018
Market value, €m: 59,097
Value of real estate assets, €m:
4,303
Real estate performance: 31.6%
direct/5.9% indirect

Short-listed
APK Pensionskasse Austria
Ärzteversorgung Westfalen-Lippe
Germany
WPV Germany

Judges
Hermann Aukamp
Lars Hermann
Ulrich Kaluscha
Stephan Kloess

T

he Versicherungskammer
Bayern (VKB) group is the
largest public insurer in
Germany, providing both personal
and property insurance. Its basic real
estate strategy revolves around an
unlevered direct portfolio that is
based on a core approach that is
complemented by a satellite indirect
strategy. The direct portfolio includes
the sale of 38 properties in the past
12 years leading to a significant
increase in its valuation reserves
from €530m in 2008 to €1.9bn in
2018.
There are several reasons for
VKB’s preference for a direct
investment strategy:
l It enables complete asset control
through beneficial and legal
ownership;
l It offers the opportunity to
accumulate and utilise reserves;
l It provides a higher average level of
locked-in capital compared with peak
fund equity;
l It builds a real estate portfolio with
relatively stable current cash flows
l It increases fungibility compared
to indirect investments; and
l It allows VKB to avoid a layered
fee structure compared to indirect
investments.
The strategy is managed according to several areas of investment
focus. It considers macro locations
in seven top German areas with
sufficient market liquidity, transparency and availability.
It looks at micro locations based

on established central districts with
good public transport connections
and local amenities.
It takes sectoral allocation into
account, concentrating on traditional types, such as residential,
office, retail and mixed-use properties and complexes. It supplements
the sectoral allocation with the
occasional niche investment.
It considers investment structure,
taking constant account of any
regulatory restrictions or tax-saving
benefits. VKB prefers asset deal
structures but will consider share deal
structures if appropriate. Transaction
volumes involve equity commitments
between €40m and €120m
Sustainability is another main
area of focus. The pursuit of
environmental objectives focuses on
the construction of more environmentally friendly and energy-efficient buildings, using more
environmentally friendly construction methods. In addition, sustainable materials are used. In 2012,
VKB’s head office in the Giesing area
of Munich was the first of its existing
buildings to be awarded a LEED
platinum certificate with 96 out of
100 points. This was the second
highest score in the world at that
point.
Deal sourcing is another key
objective for VKB and manages how
it exploits special situations. To this
end, VKB maintains contact with
auditors, law firms and family offices
to generate off-market deals and to
avoid high-cost, time-intensive
multi-stage bidding.
VKB’s indirect investments
feature predominantly core-plus and
value-add strategies being built up
and expanded for the following
reasons:
l High diversification potential;
l More attractive long-term

risk-return profile compared with
other asset classes;
l Potential in growth markets to
achieve a higher risk-adjusted return
than in the German domestic market;
l Exploitation of different real estate
market cycles;
l Improved access to market
opportunities through the significantly enlarged investment universe
and exploitation of externally
acquired manager expertise and
market access; and
l Exploitation of positive leverage
through borrowing in the current low
interest environment.
Against this backdrop, VKB’s
indirect investment volume
increased from around €622m in
2008 to around €1,428m in 2018.
VKB pursues the following investment strategy:
l Regional allocation with particular
focus on long-term growth markets
with positive socio-demographic
developments, urbanisation and
gateway cities in North America,
pan-Asia and selected emerging
markets;
l Sectoral allocation depending on
market cycles, sector attractiveness
and liquidity. VKB also invests in
niche strategies if the risk-return
profile and other conditions, such as
the manager’s track record, offer
attractive opportunities. Examples
include London’s Olympia exhibition
centre, self-storage strategies in
China and single-family rental
housing in the US;
l Investment structures based on
regulatory and legal restrictions and
appropriateness; and
l Detailed manager and fund
selection, with sourcing taking place
via manager databases, placement
agents, fund of fund managers,
recommendations from third parties,
and internal research.

Niam – performance
in the Nordics
We have successfully managed ~€9.7 billion of real estate
in our opportunistic funds and realized ~€6.7 billion at
a 25% gross IRR since inception.
Contact us if you are seeking Nordic real estate exposure
with an experienced and leading manager.
www.niam.com
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REGIONAL
BELGIUM &
FRANCE

AG2R La Mondiale
“Very impressive efforts in responsible investing, with certification of
direct real estate, ESG filters for listed real estate and an inclusive housing
approach”
– JUDGE’S COMMENT

At a glance
➤P
 aris-focused core office strategy
➤L
 arge-scale direct assets ESG
certification process
➤E
 xtensive ESG charter for listed
portfolio

AG2R La Mondiale
Country: France
Founded: 2008

At 31 December 2018
Market value, €m: 100,000
Value of real estate assets, €m:
5,200
Real estate performance: 8%

Short-listed
ERAFP France
Union Mutualiste Retraite France

Judges
Kees Hage
Casper Hammerich
Edwin Meysmans

T

he €100bn AG2R La Mondiale
was established in 2008 when
AG2R and La Mondiale merged
to form one of France’s largest
compulsory second-pillar supplementary pensions providers and its
largest third pillar fund.
The group property portfolio
contains 184 assets covering an
aggregate 760,000sqm worth €5.2bn,
generating rental income of €160m.
It comprises mainly offices (97%), of
which 57% is in Paris itself and 35%
the wider Ile-de-France region. Since
2012, significant annual investments
have stabilised the relative share of
real estate.
This portfolio, which is managed
internally by a team of 40 professionals, is 90% linked to the group’s
pension activities.
The group real estate strategy,
reviewed in 2016, relies on criteria
governing how it allocates to certain
locations and types of buildings. The
investment universe is analysed
based on three-year periods from the
perspectives of rental income,
liquidity and volatility.
This has resulted in an approach
based on three investment axes:
l Core. This is based on Paris office
properties and the so-called Western
Crescent of inner suburbs of the
Paris conurbation. These assets are
characterised by regular income,
good liquidity and resilient valuations. This segment is designed to
represent between 75% and 95% of the
portfolio with a five-time horizon.
l Diversification. These are offices

in the outer suburbs and provinces,
and residential, commercial and
shopping centres. This segment
represents a target of between 5% and
25% of the allocation.
l Other. These are logistics assets
and business premises with an
allocation budget of 0–5%.
This strategy consists of developing assets around predominantly
tertiary buildings located in dynamic
neighbourhoods and creating value
during development work.
The average rate of return over
the period 2001–17 is above 7%. A
wholly owned real estate company,
AGLM-IMMO, was created in 2017
to optimise the implementation of
the group’s real estate policy.
This marks the strategic importance of real estate as a performance
driver in the group’s investment
policy. It facilitates the ownership of
real estate assets by all entities in the
group, regardless of size and it pools
and diversifies risks within the group.
All new real estate acquisitions of
AG2R La Mondiale are now carried
out through AGLM-IMMO.

C

onsistent with its overall
responsible investment
charter, AG2R La Mondiale
pursues a green value strategy for its
office buildings and has made real
estate one of the pillars of its social
commitment policy. A listed real
estate strategy representing €1.4bn
that is 100% ESG-driven complements this architecture.
In addition to boasting large-scale
certification procedures for many of
its holdings, integrating ESG criteria
transparently and contributing to
energy transition, AG2R La Mondiale’s real estate department has
developed a new reporting framework. Buildings belonging to the
group are thus assigned a rating

based on the following, among
others:
l Adapting for people with reduced
mobility;
l Proximity to transportation
services;
l Connectivity;
l Tenant services, such as catering,
cleaning and concierge services, and
sports or wellness facilities.
This reporting also includes a
climate risk module based on the
exposure of the assets to the
following hazards:
l Rising sea levels;
l Heavy rain;
l Increase in average temperatures;
l Heatwaves;
l Droughts;
l Storms.
The listed real estate strategy is
also managed according to an ESG
analysis process based on specific
criteria, with 40% of an issuer’s rating
needing to come from environmental
criteria – a weight justified by the
following elements:
l Climate change;
l Energy and water consumption;
l Positive impacts related to green
building factors;
l Financial issues related to waste
treatment.
Other criteria include social
issues, with a 35% weighting based on
15 factors, the company’s climate
strategy, with 32%, and governance
factor representing 25% of the rating
around two equally weighted
pockets.

Investing
in thriving
communities
– now and for generations to come.

Berkshire is a vertically integrated residential real estate
investment and property management ﬁrm with over 50 years
of experience. Berkshire aspires to improve lives through expert
capital stewardship and exceptional living experiences.

www.berkshireresi.com
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REGIONAL
NETHERLANDS

APG
“Superb institutional investor with extensive asset allocation all over the
world and a smart strategy based on megatrends and market timing”
– JUDGE’S COMMENT

At a glance
➤L
 arge €42bn global real estate
portfolio
➤ Investment strategy based on
megatrends and timing
➤L
 isted and private exposure gained
in strategic partnerships

APG
Country: Netherlands
Founded: 1999

At 31 December 2018
Market value, €m: 462,592
Value of real estate assets, €m:
41,675
Real estate performance: 3.51%

Short-listed
Bouwinvest Real Estate Investors
PGGM

Judges
Kees Hage
Thomas Heijdendael
Marcello Vigasio
Jeroen Winkelman

C

reated in 2008 by ABP in a
move to separate the investment division from the
pension fund, APG’s total assets
were valued at €459bn at the end of
2018, of which roughly €42bn was
invested in property around the
world. Since the mid-1990s, ABP has
been a pioneer in global property
investing and now, 25 years later,
has a mature and diversified global
portfolio consisting of private and
listed real estate investments. These
are managed efficiently by APG in a
team of 40-plus highly skilled
investment professionals in three
regional offices in Amsterdam, New
York and Hong Kong.
APG has a mature global portfolio
and has executed global deal flows of
roughly €2bn–5bn each year since
2009. It is active throughout the
economic cycle, with a demonstrated
ability to make timely purchases
and, equally important, the discipline to sell.
Over the past decade, APG has
increased its focus on investing in
high-quality assets around the globe
using lower leverage, while participating at an increased investment
scale with select highly skilled
investment partners. Importantly, it
has expanded its exposure to owner/
operators as opposed to asset
allocators or general traditional
money managers. This enables APG
to build unique and scalable platforms that it will continue to expand.

APG is agnostic when it comes to
markets and investment structures.
Its investment decisions are guided
by global megatrends, such as
demographic and social changes,
technological advances, experience
and sharing economy, and continued
urbanisation, as well as climate
change and resource scarcity.

T

wo sectors that are clear
beneficiaries from these
megatrends are housing and
industrial, commonly referred to as
‘beds & sheds’. APG has been a
market leader in these sectors, to
which a significant portion of its
capital has been committed – a
trend that will likely continue in the
foreseeable future.
In the beds sector in the review
period, in the Americas, APG built
on its partnership with Greystar,
participating in the $4.4bn takeprivate transaction of Monogram
Residential Trust, committing
$600m as the cornerstone investor
in the Greystar Growth & Income
Fund, which was created with the
assets acquired in the Monogram
transaction. In addition, it invested
$400m in Greystar Fund X, a
value-add residential strategy.
Through these transactions and
other strategies driven by continued
urbanisation, APG has established
itself as a cornerstone investor with
Greystar over the past decade,
allocating approximately $2bn in
various deal structures.
In the UK, it committed a further
£300m to fund a development
pipeline of build-to-rent residential.
The primary focus in the continental
European beds strategy has been
towards residential for rent in major
cities. The focus on long-term stable
income streams coming from the
residential rental market fits very

well with the pension fund liabilities
of APG’s clients. More recently, it
has focused on the less regulated
rental markets, with a strong focus
on the mid-market to complement
APG’s longer-dated exposure to the
more regulated German and Dutch
markets. With the focus on smaller
units in the mid-market in large
cities, APG aims to benefit from the
supply/demand imbalance that is
particularly strong in the affordable
housing segment of the market.
For sheds, on the industrial side,
APG expanded its global relationship with Goodman by committing
$200m to the Goodman Brazil
Logistics Partnership. It further
expanded this partnership with a
venture focused on the UK. In
Europe, it acquired more units in
the AEW Logistics venture on the
secondary market as well as
commiting more to the additional
capital raising of the fund. In Asia
Pacific, it committed fresh capital to
the ESR ventures targeting South
Korea with $150m and Japan with
€235m.

Over 35 years
of innovative
real estate investing
Atlanta / New York
San Francisco / Boston
Washington, D.C. / Los Angeles

@jamestown.lp
jamestownlp.com
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REGIONAL
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Industriens Pension/
PFA Pension
”Very clear strategy, seeking better returns by investing in second-tier cities
in Denmark”
– JUDGE’S COMMENT

At a glance
➤U
 nique collaboration to enhance
economy of scale
➤S
 trategy based on investment fund
targeting provincial Danish cities
➤E
 xpected annual returns of 7% after
costs

Industriens Pension/
PFA Pension
Country: Denmark
Founded: 1993 (Industriens)/1917
(PFA)

At 31 December 2018
Market value, €m: 22,000
(Industriens)/66,223 (PFA)
Value of real estate assets, €m:
1,200 (Industriens)/7,302 (PFA)
Real estate performance: 5.7%
(Industriens)/9.1% (PFA)

Short-listed
AP4 Sweden
PensionDanmark Denmark

Judges
Casper Hammerich
Peter Hansson
Lars Hermann
Gerard Moore

B

y joining forces, Denmark’s
Industriens Pension and PFA
Pension have designed an
effective investment model to
identify attractive and overlooked
investment opportunities in
properties in the Danish provinces.
Using a solid analysis model, and in
collaboration with the Copenhagen
Institute for Futures Studies and
Thylander Gruppen, it has proved
possible to find attractive residential
investments with very good riskadjusted returns.
At Industriens Pension, property
investment in Denmark and abroad
amounts to DKK8.7bn, corresponding to 5.1% of the portfolio. Unlisted
assets amount to almost 30% of the
total portfolio, and for many years
have led to higher total returns and
greater risk-spreading. At PFA
Pension, property investments in
Denmark and abroad amount to
DKK53.1bn, corresponding to 11% of
the portfolio, while unlisted assets
total 18.8%.
Most Danish pension companies
have gradually increased their
exposures in property in Denmark’s
two largest cities: Copenhagen and
Aarhus, because they are usually low
risk thanks to demographic advantages, but expected returns have
been depressed by fierce competition. Therefore, it seems obvious to
supplement investments in the two
largest cities with property investments in selected growth areas in
other parts of Denmark, where

competition for the best properties
is less intense.
Challenges in moving out into the
provinces include lack of local
presence and local knowledge as well
as resource-demanding administration across the country. Industriens
Pension and PFA Pension have
joined forces with property manager
Thylander Gruppen, establishing an
investment collaboration to secure
the advantages of investing in the
provinces and address these
challenges. Thylander Gruppen has
the local market knowledge and
contacts to supplement the investors’ models and professional
approach to property investment.
The collaboration centres on a
new fund, Danske Boligejendomme,
for which PFA Pension and Industriens Pension have initially
provided an investment budget of
DKK1bn. The fund was established
in March 2017 and has so far
invested just over DKK600m in
attractive properties in eight larger
towns in the Danish provinces.

A

nother less traditional
initiative has been to work
with the Copenhagen
Institute for Futures Studies. Based
on both quantitative and qualitative
analyses, and working with the
investors, the institute identified
several towns with expected population growth and economic growth
over the next 30 years. However, the
investors are not only focusing on
overall population developments.
They are also examining current and
future population composition,
especially with regard to housing
needs and people’s credit quality and
ability to pay. Based on the analyses,
an investment strategy will be
determined for each potential town.
So far, the fund on this basis has

invested in eight large and mediumsized provincial towns, and 18 large
residential properties have been
identified, all of them characterised
by stable and future-proof cash
flows. On the basis of results
achieved, Industriens Pension and
PFA Pension will consider whether
to establish a new fund when the
current fund has been exhausted.
The investment model is based
on Thylander Gruppen identifying
possible acquisitions and presenting
them to Industriens Pension and
PFA Pension. After approval by the
two pension companies, Thylander
Gruppen executes the purchase and
is then responsible for the management, including development,
reporting and exit.
The investments are expected to
provide an annual return of about
7% after costs. Returns are currently
significantly higher than new
investments in similar properties in
Denmark’s two largest cities.
The investment strategy not only
complements the companies’ own
direct strategies in Danish properties, but also helps ensure greater
spread of risk and solid risk-adjusted
returns. Furthermore, the model fits
both pension funds’ overall portfolio
objectives and constitution.

A SCALED AND VERTICALLY
INTEGRATED DEVELOPER,
OWNER AND MANAGER OF
MULTIFAMILY AND MIXED-USE
COMMUNITIES IN STRATEGIC
HIGH-VALUE MARKETS ACROSS
THE UNITED STATES

REAL ESTATE INVESTMENTS BUILT ON EXCEPTIONAL JUDGMENT
IDEAS
RESEARCH

ATLANTA

BOSTON

DALLAS

LONDON

LOS ANGELES

NEW YORK

WASHINGTON DC

230 PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10169
REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT

WWW.CLARIONPARTNERS.COM
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Healthcare of Ontario
Pension Plan
“HOOPP is consistently ahead of its peers, and views risk appropriately
in the context of its global investment strategy. It is no wonder that its
performance over the last 10 years consistently ranks at the top levels”
– JUDGE’S COMMENT

At a glance
➤P
 erformance of 8.9%, representing
an outperformance of 135bps
➤N
 ew investments and commitments
totalled CAD1.24bn globally in 2018
➤S
 hift in recent years to developments
and value-add focus

Healthcare of Ontario
Pension Plan
Country: Canada
Founded: 1960

At 31 December 2018
Market value, €m: 52,241
Value of real estate assets, €m:
9,457
Real estate performance: 8.88%

Short-listed
Ivanhoé Cambridge Canada
Oxford Properties Canada

Judges
Gunnar Branson
Jim Fetgatter
Meagan Nichols
Sara Rutledge

T

he Healthcare of Ontario
Pension Plan (HOOPP) real
estate team has been among the
top performers in its industry for
the past 10 years, according to
MSCI, with more than 150 Canadian
properties from coast to coast.
Focused for many years on lowprofile warehouse and office
buildings, HOOPP has during the
past couple of decades shifted to a
more active approach based on the
acquisition and development of
high-quality buildings. Taking a
flexible approach and working with
highly skilled partners, HOOPP
places sustainability at the centre of
its real estate strategy.
HOOPP maintains a disciplined,
thoughtful approach to real estate
investment with a value-add focus.
Domestically, HOOPP’s real estate
has evolved as a result of several key
factors. Firstly, as cap rates
declined, it shifted its focus to
developments in the industrial,
office and retail sectors. This meant
reviewing its real estate risk
management. The office and retail
sectors typically involve developments with three to four-year time
horizons – from buying the land
through planning and building –
adding a new level of market-cycle
risk. Nonetheless, the shift has
contributed significantly to superior
performance in the past decade.
Over the past few years, development and value-add investments
have comprised 15% of the real

estate portfolio, which is based on
the risk and return profile of the
overall portfolio. This number is
tracked closely using metrics for
risk, allocation and forecasting.
The decision to explore outside
Canada was taken in 2006, when the
plan permitted a maximum allocation to international real estate of
20%. As a major investor with a
significant direct real estate portfolio
domestically, HOOPP is not
restricted in its international
investments in property to an
indirect strategy based on investing
in real estate funds. These are used
in conjunction with co-investments
and joint ventures with local market
managers and developers that seek
the same investments and long-term
results.

I

n 2018, the real estate portfolio
produced a return of 8.9% on a
currency-hedged basis, outperforming the Canadian MSCI/IPD
benchmark by a significant margin
of 135bps. More importantly, over
the past three years the performance
has averaged 470bps of outperformance. During this period, a total
of CAD1.24bn of new investments or
investment commitments were
made within Canada, the US, the UK
and Europe. This is largely attributable to the value-add investment
activities.
Major highlights include:
l Commitment to new developments totalling CAD593m including
a 69,677sqm build-to-suit logistics
project in Canada for Mars, three
further speculative logistics buildings in Canada totalling 95,556sqm
and a 51,111sqm speculative office
development in Toronto;
l CAD355m in property acquisitions, mainly of a value-add nature,
including the purchase of a 50%

share in an office building in
Toronto with 40% short-term lease
expiry, redevelopment of a hotel
into student accommodation and a
111,484sqm portfolio of residential
properties in the US with value-add
initiatives;
l The successful transition to
income-producing properties from
three office buildings and one
shopping centre redevelopment in
Canada;
l The commitment of CAD288m to
real estate investment funds
globally, all of a value-add nature,
with a focus on industrial development, urban intensification, and
value-add investment;
l The sale of $500m of properties
generating significant gains across
Canada and Europe; and
l Continued progress on the
construction and lease-up of major
retail, office, industrial and mixeduse projects across Canada, US, UK
and continental Europe.
Finally, as part of its investment
strategy HOOPP prioritises its
position as a leading sustainable real
estate investor. HOOPP was
recognised with a national award for
its leadership in responsible
investing and clean capitalism.
HOOPP was rated a Green Star by
GRESB for the sixth year in a row.
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& REGIONS

Cattolica Assicurazioni
“A good regional player with ambition to grow. The Conad Mercury Fund
represents a good example of a long-term stream of cash flow, with good
diversification and results”
– JUDGE’S COMMENT

At a glance
➤M
 ulti-faceted real estate operation
➤€
 1.3bn diverse core-focused
domestic strategy
➤M
 ain shareholder in large
nationwide retail fund initiative

Cattolica Assicurazioni
Country: Italy
Founded: 1896

At 31 December 2018
Market value, €m: 25,586
Value of real estate assets, €m:
1,292
Real estate performance: 6%

Short-listed
Caja Ingenieros Skyline, PP Spain
Pensions Caixa 30 Spain

Judges
Edward Barker
Gunnar Branson
Davide Manstretta
Marcello Vigasio

C

attolica Assicurazioni is one of
the major players in the Italian
insurance market and the only
cooperative company in the sector
listed on the Milan Stock Exchange,
where it has been present since
November 2000. With over 3.5m
customers relying on insurance
solutions and distributed products,
the group recorded premium income
of almost €6bn in 2018. At group
level, Cattolica has over 1,444
agencies spread throughout Italy, in
both large and small centres, and a
network of 1,928 agents.
There are many strands to
Cattolica’s real estate activities. Its
advisory services comprise fund
structuring and monitoring,
reporting, active governance,
feasibility studies, benchmarking,
and market analysis and valuations.
Its property management teams
undertake technical and administrative operations, budget services,
tenancy monitoring, real estate
accounting, reporting and controlling, and fiscal compliance.
On actual investment management, it undertakes scouting and
feasibility studies, deal negotiations,
structuring of investment vehicles,
due diligence and supervision,
profitability analysis, assessment
and monitoring, and strategic
disposal assessments. This is
complemented by asset management
that considers financial and strategic
monitoring, profitability and market
analysis and monitoring, and
governance.

At the beginning of 2019,
Cattolica’s real estate portfolio was
worth some €1.3bn and comprised:
l Income-producing real estate
funds with a core profile;
l Farm estates near Venice;
l Renewable energies, mainly solar;
l Value-add assets; and
l Headquarters in Verona and
Rome.
The portfolio is located in several
Italian cities, including Milan,
Rome, Verona and Venice, and is
well diversified by asset class, such
as office, hospitality, retail assets
including shopping centres and
supermarkets, healthcare including
elderly care, logistics and industrial
holdings.
The real estate strategic plan for
2018–20 envisages:
l Enhancing alternative asset
classes such as hospitality, retail and
healthcare;
l Approaching non-domestic assets
in the euro area; and
l Furthering the refurbishment of
existing value-add assets.

O

ne deal highlights Cattolica’s
real estate approach, with
the creation and commitment to Mercury Fund, the first
long-term sale and lease-back
transaction structured on the Italian
real estate market and, according to
Cattolica, a point of reference for
the whole Italian retail sector as well
as for the long-term investor
community active in the Italian real
estate market.
The transaction was implemented
through a Bank of Italy regulated
fund vehicle structure, ensuring high
efficiency from a regulatory capital
absorption perspective, and governance transparency, which increased
its appeal for the lending community. The fund is sponsored by

Conad, an Italian retail store brand
operating one of the largest supermarket chains in Italy. The fund
therefore targets retail outlets
across Italy. Aggregate gross asset
value of the portfolios invested in so
far by the Mercury platform exceeds
€350m, with the first contribution
occurring in August 2016 and the
most recent in November 2018.
Cattolica’s holding accounts for 51%.
Diversification is one of the main
pillars of the transaction and
benefits from geographical locations
comprising more than 70 municipalities across 10 regions in Italy, as
well as from mitigated counterparty
risk. The success of the Conad
structure relies on the peculiar
strength based on franchises in
regional consortia.
This business model allows
Cattolica to benefit from the
economies of scale of a typical
nationwide retailer without the
associated overheads. The portfolios
were levered at +50% loan-to-value
ratio with a 10-year financing
facility granted by a pool of lenders
composed of Banca IMI (Intesa San
Paolo Group), UniCredit and
BancoBPM, giving the fund a unique
domestic profile on both the equity
and debt sides.
With the support of Cattolica, the
Mercury deal pipeline envisages a
further growth of some €250m,
targeting a total gross asset value in
excess of €600m by the end of 2020.

CAPITALISING ON
REAL ESTATE FUNDAMENTALS

24 Years
Investing in Europe

20 Countries
Transacted in 20 countries

10 Funds
Successfully raised

130 Investments
Over 130 investments completed

€11.3bn+
Transacted since 1995

50 Professionals
Over 50 professionals across
disciplines and regions

For more than 20 years, Europa Capital has been delivering risk
adjusted returns for a global audience of investors. We focus on
investment returns driven by real estate fundamentals in both equity
and debt strategies. For more information contact Schalk Visser,
Head of Private Capital Markets on svisser@europacapital.com
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The Crown Estate
“Another solid year for this innovative investor. High marks for strategy,
portfolio construction, transparency and ESG implementation”
– JUDGE’S COMMENT

At a glance
➤A
 doption of new corporate strategy
to enhance portfolio
➤O
 ver 57,000 BREAAM certified development and refurbishments in last
three years
➤L
 aunch of Offshore Wind Sector Deal
to generate 30GW by 2030

The Crown Estate
Country: UK
Founded: 1961

At 31 December 2018
Market value, €m: 18,139
(All assets are real estate)
Performance: 5.2%

Short-listed
Friends First Ireland

Judges
Douglas Crawshaw
Sue Forster
Neill Hamilton
Peter Hansson

T

he Crown Estate has transformed itself from a traditional
landed estate into a modern
property business. It is now
embarking upon a further evolution,
centring its strategy on a servicebased model, creating and managing
places that meet the needs of its
customers.
Uniquely, The Crown Estate’s
profits are returned to the UK
government instead of shareholders.
As it is restricted from raising funds
through debt, achieving its objectives require recycling capital from
within the business, or finding
like-minded partners to invest in its
schemes. The starting points of The
Crown Estate’s new corporate
strategy are the response to a
changing external environment and
opportunities within the existing
portfolio.
Traditional factors that contribute to the value of real estate are
being disrupted. These changes,
driven by technology and demographics, are well documented. The
Crown Estate supplemented its
understanding with direct bespoke
research and international case
studies, including research on the
future role of the physical store,
workshops with key retailers to
improve its common offer and an
Architects Journal competition on
the future of retail parks. It also
took on board lessons learned from
visits to China about shopper data

and flexible leasing, Tokyo for the
power of brand and place, Amsterdam for buildings designed around
user experience, and the US for
co-working trends.
In central London, The Crown
Estate has a contiguous portfolio
across which it estimates that 25,000
people work. This customer base
provides an enormous opportunity
to provide centralised facilities and
services which it believes enable its
customers to use their space more
efficiently, while driving new income
streams.
Regional retail is more challenging but there it sees opportunity to
focus on regionally dominant
schemes to broaden its offer, curate
a range of experiences, engage with
local communities and enhance the
power of data.

W

orking with the UK
government and industry,
the Offshore Wind Sector
Deal has just been announced with a
view to generating capacity of 30GW
by 2030. This is a huge opportunity
but also a responsibility for The
Crown Estate to demonstrate that it
is adding value by co-ordinating and
sharing data to help drive down costs,
improve efficiency and minimise any
environmental impact.
In February 2019, The Crown
Estate launched 2,200sqm of
co-working space and private offices
at One Heddon Street. This will be
followed by 6 Babmaes Street. This
420sqm building is being refurbished for event/club space with a
programme of community events,
including talks and wellbeing
activities. Use of this space will be
offered to key tenants.
This leverages the scale of The
Crown Estate’s portfolio, differentiates its customer offer and should

encourage tenant retention, making
income streams more resilient and
sustainable.
During the review period, it
completed The Sherwood, a
development of 48 flats, and is on
site with another 52-flat scheme on
Regent Street due to complete in
2020 with a total development cost
of €100m. Both will have concierge
services and take The Crown Estate
up to a portfolio of some 325
market-let homes. A strategy is
being formulated to differentiate its
residential offer by leveraging the
many other uses across its portfolio.
The Crown Estate believes that
brilliant places are sustainable
places, and these will increasingly
be demanded and appreciated by its
customers. This extends through a
range of sustainable developments
and criteria to community engagement. All its developments are
expected to achieve BREEAM
certification, and over the past three
years it has developed and refurbished over 57,000sqm of space with
BREEAM certification.

M7 HAS FOUR
BUSINESS LINES
—
M7 FUNDS
—
CO-INVESTING PRIVATE
EQUITY JOINT VENTURES
—
SEPARATE ACCOUNT ASSET
MANAGEMENT MANDATES
—
ADVISORY

M7 Real Estate is one of
the leading specialists in
the pan-European, regional,
multi-let real estate market

With over 250 employees across Europe,
the team manages over 1,400 retail, office
and industrial properties with a value of
circa €8.2 billion.

WWW.M7RE.EU

UNITED KINGDOM
CROATIA
CZECH REPUBLIC
DENMARK
FINLAND
FRANCE
GERMANY
HUNGARY
LUXEMBOURG
THE NETHERLANDS
POLAND
PORTUGAL
SLOVAKIA
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Bouwinvest Real Estate
Investors
“A strong strategy from a very professional real estate investor with
impressive returns”
– JUDGE’S COMMENT

At a glance
➤C
 reation of specialist healthcare
fund
➤A
 cquisition of student
accommodation complexes in the
Netherlands
➤H
 ealthcare Fund returned 8.1% in
2018

Bouwinvest Real Estate
Investors
Country: Netherlands
Founded: 1952

At 31 December 2018
Market value, €m: 11,300
Value of real estate assets, €m:
11,300
Real estate performance: 12.2%

Short-listed
Allianz Real Estate Germany
PensionDanmark Denmark

Judges
Edward Barker
Davide Manstretta
Jens-Christian Stougaard

A

lternative strategies are
growing in stature and
Bouwinvest was an early
mover to profit from their favourable risk-return profiles. Two niches
it has targeted successfully in recent
years are healthcare and student
housing.
Since healthcare real estate is a
growth market, it has potential to
offer pension funds a healthy return
and also provides them with the
opportunity to diversify their
portfolios. Healthcare real estate can
also provide a hedge against
economic cycles.
In the Netherlands Bouwinvest is
active in healthcare via a specialist
fund, which returned 8.1% in 2018
and currently has assets worth
€200m with a pipeline of €53m. At
this point the fund is backed
exclusively by bpfBOUW, the Dutch
construction workers pension fund,
and has a growth target of €600m
(2021).
The Healthcare Fund provides a
solution to growing demand for
these facilities by commissioning
apartment complexes that provide
several levels of care, tailored to
Bouwinvest’s tenants’ age and care
needs. Care services are available
either in the immediate vicinity of
the complex or inside the complex
itself. This enables Bouwinvest to
offer its tenants the exact combination of independence and care they
require.

Bouwinvest focuses primarily on
certain segments of the ‘care’
market, the so-called Assisted Living
(Verzorgd Wonen) and Intramural
Care environments. A smaller
proportion of the Healthcare Fund
will be devoted to private medical
specialist spaces, an interesting
sub-segment in the ‘cure’ market.
Current holdings include:
l The ‘De Lawet’ care apartments
development in Wageningen, 80km
southeast of Amsterdam, which was
acquired in early 2019. With an IRR
of 6.3%, De Lawet is being developed
within the listed former Duivendaal
research laboratory constructed in
1914 for Wageningen University.
l A 130-unit modern residential
care facility totalling 13,000sqm in
Kortenhoef, south of Amsterdam,
which was acquired in late 2018.
The apartments are rented out
individually, with residents having
access to services for both light and
heavier care needs. This also has an
IRR of 6.3%.
l The ‘Life’ healthcare complex in
the Houthaven district in Amsterdam’s old timber docks. This was
acquired in late 2017 in a deal with
Vorm/Porten Development and
healthcare service provider Cordaan
for partial tenancy. The building was
designed by Van Aken architects and
will be completed in November 2019.
The Bouwinvest Healthcare Fund
acquired 59 care apartments in the
liberalised rental sector, 595sqm of
facilities which include a restaurant,
pharmacy, physiotherapy and GP
practices, common areas and home
care services. Cordaan rents 48
spaces from Bouwinvest for people
with high care needs. The target
tenancy group consists of people with
light to heavy care needs who wish to
live independently for as long as
possible. This has an IRR of 7%.

On the student accommodation
front, Bouwinvest recently entered
the Dutch market, building on its
success with its first student housing
venture in Australia in partnership
with Scape. Its Dutch Residential
Fund purchased a complex of 403
student housing units and 1,100sqm
of common areas located in the
former NDSM shipyard in Amsterdam North. The single-room
apartments are equipped with a
bathroom and kitchen and have an
average surface area of 25sqm. In
addition, the common areas on the
ground and first floors include a
lounge, study and laundry areas,
sport facilities, guarded bicycle
parking, and medical and dental
services.
Bouwinvest also owns 343
student apartments in the De Feniks
project near Amsterdam’s Amstel
train station. In the same area, it
owns the CASA hotel with 368
student rooms that double as hotel
rooms during high season.

For Professional Clients and Qualified Investors only.

Global strengths,
local expertise.
For over 30 years, Invesco Real Estate has been delivering investment strategies
to help meet clients’ objectives across the risk spectrum and across the globe.
That’s why, today, we are one of the world’s largest real estate investment
managers with USD64.4bn assets under management.
The key to our success:
• Global investment discipline and processes underpinned by local applied research
• Highly stable organisation with over 490 professionals across 21 global offices
• Independent and exclusively focused on real estate investment management
A truly global manager with a global offering and access to investment opportunities
in the US, Europe and Asia-Pacific to deliver a real estate strategy tailored to meet
your needs.
Confidence in Invesco Real Estate globally reinforced by our clients’ trust –
70% of our existing clients reinvested with us in 2018.
For more information about our capabilities, contact:
Andrew Hills
Managing Director – Client Portfolio Management, Invesco Real Estate
T: +44 20 7543 3561*
E: andrew.hills@invesco.com

Investment risks: The value of investments and any income will fluctuate (this may partly be the result of exchange rate fluctuations) and investors may
not get back the full amount invested. IRE invests in property and land. This can be difficult to sell, so the investors may not be able to sell such investments
when they want to. The value of property is generally a matter of an independent valuer’s opinion and may not be realised.
This advertisement is directed at Professional Clients in Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Norway, France, Germany, Italy, Ireland, Luxembourg, The Netherlands, Spain, Sweden and the UK and at
Qualified Investors in Switzerland. It is not intended for and should not be distributed to, or relied upon by, the public or retail investors. By accepting this advertisement, you consent to communicate with us in
English, unless you inform us otherwise. Source: Invesco Real Estate as of 31 December 2018.
The information contained in this ad is selective. As with all investments, there are associated inherent risks. Where IRE has expressed views and opinions, these may change. The asset management services
mentioned in this ad may not be authorised in all jurisdictions and may not be available to all investors in a jurisdiction. This ad is not an invitation to subscribe for shares in a fund nor is it to be construed as an offer to
buy or sell any financial instruments. Nor does it constitute an offer or solicitation to any person in any jurisdiction in which such offer or solicitation is not authorized or to any person to whom it would be unlawful to
market such offer or solicitation. The distribution of this communication may be restricted by law or regulation in certain jurisdictions. Accordingly, persons who come into possession of this document should inform
themselves of and observe these restrictions. *Telephone calls may be recorded.
Issued in: Austria by Invesco Asset Management Österreich - Zweigniederlassung der Invesco Asset Management Deutschland GmbH, Rotenturmstraße 16-18, 1010 Wien, Austria; Belgium by Invesco Asset Management SA
Belgian Branch (France), Avenue Louise 235, 1050 Brussels, Belgium; Denmark, Finland and Norway by Invesco Asset Management SA, 18, rue de Londres, 75009 Paris, France; France by both Invesco Asset
Management SA, 18, rue de Londres, 75009 Paris, France, authorised and regulated by the Authorité des marchés financiers in France, and Invesco Asset Management Limited French Branch, 18, rue de Londres,
75009 Paris, France; Germany by Invesco Asset Management Deutschland GmbH, An der Welle 5, 60322 Frankfurt am Main, Germany; Italy by Invesco Asset Management SA Sede Secondaria, Via Bocchetto 6,
20123 Milan, Italy; Ireland by Invesco Global Asset Management DAC, Central Quay, Riverside IV, Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2, Ireland, regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland; Luxembourg by both Invesco
Real Estate Management S.a r.l., President Building, Avenue JF Kennedy 37A, 1855 Luxembourg, Luxembourg, and Invesco Asset Management SA, 18, rue de Londres, 75009 Paris, France; The Netherlands by
Invesco Asset Management S.A. Dutch Branch, Vinoly Building, Claude Debussylaan 26, 1082 MD, Amsterdam, The Netherlands; Spain by Invesco Asset Management S.A, Sucursal en España, Calle Goya 6, 3º planta,
28001 Madrid, España; Sweden by Invesco Asset Management SA (France) Swedish Filial, c/o Convendum, Jakobsbergsgatan 16, Box 16404, 11143 Stockholm, Sweden; Switzerland by Invesco Asset Management
(Schweiz) AG, Talacker 34, 8001 Zurich, Switzerland; the UK by Invesco Real Estate, a division of Invesco Asset Management Limited, Perpetual Park, Perpetual Park Drive, Henley-on-Thames, Oxfordshire RG9 1HH,
UK, authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. [EMEA1198/2019]
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Friends First
“Rapid growth and clear strategy with the acquisition of value-add assets,
undertaking active asset management and development to
create core assets”
– JUDGE’S COMMENT

At a glance
➤A
 ctive approach based on core stable
assets with long-term leases
➤A
 cquisition of value-add properties
to redevelop to core
➤E
 xtensive ESG targeting minimum
LEED Gold ratings

Friends First
Country: Ireland
Founded: 1984

At 31 December 2018
Market value, €m: 4,450
Value of real estate assets, €m: 621
Real estate performance: 5.93%

Short-listed
AFIAA Switzerland
Allianz Real Estate Germany
Ärzteversorgung Westfalen-Lippe
Germany
Oxford Properties Canada

Judges
Lisette van Doorn
John Forbes
Sue Forster
Peter Kraneveld

O

riginally established in 1834,
Friends First has a heritage
and is one of Ireland’s oldest
and most established life assurance
companies. Aviva, a leading insurer
in Ireland, acquired the company in
2018. The Aviva group combines
strong life insurance, general
insurance and asset management
businesses across 16 global markets.
Friends First is an established
property fund manager with 35
years’ experience managing property
funds in Ireland and the UK, with
assets under management worth
over €600m in 2018.
The investment platform
comprises a full suite of funds that
are managed directly by an internal
team, which includes dedicated
senior property and finance professionals with significant experience in
acquiring, divesting, structuring and
financing property transactions.
This team is responsible for all
aspects of fund and direct property
management, enabling Friends First
to make informed and efficient
decisions. The team also includes
chartered surveyors, chartered
accountants and property finance
experts.
Strategy is agreed by the property
management team, while corporate
governance is implemented by an
advisory committee, which includes
independent property and legal
experts who provide recommendations on any material decisions. The
team constantly monitors and

forecasts the outlook for the Irish
and UK property markets, including
rental, occupation and investment
trends, applying fundamental
research and insights to proactively
managing the property portfolios.
Friends First Irish Commercial
Property Fund is a key example of
Friends First’s approach to its real
estate portfolios. This fund has a
clear strategy with the objective of
maximising long-term risk-adjusted
returns. Within an active management approach, it acquires and holds
core stable properties with long
leases and reputable tenants, using
value-added strategies for other
properties where value can be
enhanced through refurbishment
and/or increasing rents prior to
disposal. As projects are completed,
they move from the riskier category
to become the core income generators. Future acquisitions or other
fund properties then move into the
value-add category to ensure the
continuation of this strategy.

T

he fund has significant experience progressing redevelopment
projects on time and on budget
and has displayed exceptional AUM
growth from €96.2m in 2015 to over
€524m, excluding cash, in 2018.
Furthermore, it boasts an annualised return of 7.1% since its launch
in 1984. The properties are held in a
‘unit-linked’ fund which provides a
tax-efficient investment vehicle. It is
available to Friends First pension,
investment, savings and retirement
funds.
Examples of high performing core
and core-plus income-generating
properties include:
l Block A & D, Ashtown Gate,
Dublin 7. These comprise core-plus
offices let to secure government
tenants. Block A experienced a total

return in 2018 of 11.58%, while
block D reported 13.36%, with an
impressive initial yield of 7.26% and
9.87% respectively;
l Cairn House & Ardagh House,
South County Business Park. These
are also core-plus office properties
with excellent transport links,
benefiting from increasing suburban
rents as Dublin city centre becomes
increasingly expensive;
l 1, 3 and 5 St Stephens Green,
Dublin 2. This features three core
income-producing retail properties
with returns of 7.76%, 16.57% and
8.5% respectively in 2018. They are
located at the top of Grafton Street,
Dublin’s prime and busiest retail
street; and
l Damastown Industrial Estate.
Industrial units are in high demand
in Dublin currently, and this is thus
an excellent income generator,
boasting a 9.37% return in 2018 and
6.84% initial yield.
ESG is inherent in Friends First’s
agenda. It remains very conscious of
the environmental aspects of all
properties. Refurbishments and
redevelopment projects target LEED
Gold rating standards as a minimum
and it continually seeks to improve
energy efficiency across the
portfolio.

Opportunity knows
no boundaries with the right
global real estate
investment partner

Institutional real estate investors are increasingly
looking for global diversification in their investment
portfolios. And, while each market presents different
opportunities and risks, one factor remains consistent:
AEW.
We think globally about macro trends, and our
experienced teams on the ground in the U.S., Europe
and Asia provide innovative access to these real estate
markets and property sectors. As a result, today we
manage $74.8/€65.4 billion of real estate assets and
securities worldwide.

Expand your boundaries with AEW.
FOCU S ED O N T HE F UTU RE O F RE A L E STAT E

BOSTON

LOS ANGELES

LONDON

PARIS

DÜSSELDORF

|

AEW.CO M

HONG KONG

SINGAPORE

SYDNEY

TOKYO

Gross asset value as of 31 December 2018. Total AEW AUM includes $39.7 billion in assets managed by AEW Capital Management and its affiliates and $603 million in advisory/subadvisory wrap and other accounts
for which AEW provides only a model portfolio. AEW includes (i) AEW SA and its subsidiaries and (ii) affiliated company AEW Capital Management, L.P. in North America and its wholly owned subsidiaries, AEW
Global Advisors (Europe) Ltd., AEW Asia Pte. Ltd. and AEW Asia. AEW Capital Management is AEW SA’s sister company and is commonly owned by Natixis Investment Managers.
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Allianz Real Estate
“A seasoned provider of debt finance for real estate investments, presenting
a well-articulated strategy with focus on ensuring portfolio risk remains low,
hence the core focus”
– JUDGE’S COMMENT

At a glance
➤D
 ebt financing business increased
19% to €19.3bn in 2018
➤F
 ocus on prime assets, locations and
partners
➤2
 018 deals include Apple store in
Paris and London’s St Katharine
Docks

Allianz Real Estate
Country: Germany
Founded: 1985

At 31 December 2018
Market value, €m: 673,000 (Allianz
Group)
Value of real estate assets, €m:
63,500

Short-listed
APK Pensionskasse Austria
Texas Permanent School Fund US

Judges
Edward Barker
Melville Rodrigues
Sotiris Tsolacos

T

he debt financing business of
Allianz Real Estate reached
€19.3bn in 2018 – €11.4bn in
the US and €7.8bn in Europe – an
overall increase of 19%. From the
beginning of 2018, financing grew by
€3.7bn. Allianz Real Estate has
developed into one of the most
active non-bank senior real estate
lenders. Loans are a key instrument
for the diversification of the real
estate portfolio of Allianz. Commercial financing now represents some
30% of the global real estate portfolio, underscoring the strength of the
asset class for the business.
Maintaining the ability to
transact across different geographies, products and assets without
compromising on quality, Allianz
Real Estate’s strategic approach to
debt is to:
l Provide duration and/or higher
returns in a low interest-rate
environment;
l View debt as a frontrunner market
entry product prior to geographical
equity expansion;
l Use debt as a footprint to maintain a presence in markets where
pricing trends and/or exposure do
not recommend further prime core
equity investments;
l Provide expertise to borrowers
and correspondents through deep
knowledge and understanding of real
estate accumulated through equity
exposure and investment activities;
l Recall Allianz’s over-arching

strength that it is first and foremost
a real estate specialist at its core and
not just as financier;
l Provide senior and enhanced
long-term debt to borrowers; and
l Provide high volume financing up
to €300m and more.
Key debt investments in 2018
included the iconic flagship Apple
store on Avenue des ChampsElysées, Paris, 80 Fenchurch in
London and the Promenade at
Downey – a 41,514sqm open-air
shopping centre in Los Angeles
County, formerly owned by NASA to
build components for the Saturn and
Apollo space missions.

O

ne of the most high-profile
deals in 2018 was Allianz
Real Estate and Brookfield
refinancing Blackstone’s St Katharine Docks, London, in a deal
coordinated by HFF Real Estate.
Allianz as senior lender arranged the
senior facility on behalf of several
Allianz Group insurers. Brookfield
– through the Brookfield Real Estate
Finance Fund V – provided mezzanine financing. The five-year,
floating-rate deal represents the first
time Blackstone has borrowed from
both Allianz and Brookfield in
Europe. St Katharine Docks, a
23-acre estate built in 1827 and
central London’s only marina, has
evolved into an iconic destination
within London with more than
46,452sqm of commercial space,
featuring 80 companies, 24 bars and
restaurants, 200 berths and 6,500
employees.
Allianz’s Luxembourg-regulated
debt investment platform, launched
in July last year, has already
surpassed €1bn in deployed capital,
completing transactions in the UK,
Italy, Ireland, Spain and Sweden on
behalf of a range of Allianz insur-

ance firms. The platform significantly simplifies how to access
assets and has successfully accelerated the firm’s European debt
business and played a key role in the
strong growth in overall debt assets
the firm saw in 2018. The platform
is administered in Luxembourg and
has been developed using the
highest industry standards. The
growth target will be approximately
€2bn per year.
In 2018, Allianz also announced
that, for its debt business in Europe,
it will focus on prime assets,
partners and locations. This does
not limit the opportunities but does
underpin the continued success of
its fast-growth European debt
business.
The focus on prime enables
Allianz Real Estate to build a
diversified, high-quality real estate
debt portfolio with the ability to
perform throughout the cycle
irrespective of short-term market
volatility. It also means participating in high-quality transactions no
matter what stage of the investment
cycle. Unlike other lenders Allianz is
unconstrained by product, risk level,
geography or asset type. The focus
on quality entails the building‘s
location, operator, developer or
manager.

Orchard Street Investment Management
The trusted advisor for global capital seeking
UK real estate expertise

£4.2bn*
Funds under management

Partner involvement
at every step of the way

15 years of driving
consistent outperformance

Average acquisitions of c.£500m
p.a. for the last 5 years

Contact Dana Eisner – deisner@orchard-street.co.uk

Investing on behalf of a small
stable of world class investors
*OSIM, All house funds as at 31 December 2018

www.orchard-street.co.uk
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Oxford Properties
“My top pick to reflect a well-executed rapid expansion of direct investments
including a case study deal in Australia that demonstrates commitment”
– JUDGE’S COMMENT

At a glance
➤F
 irst investment in Asia Pacific with
office deal in Australia
➤F
 irst US-based logistics deal, worth
$3.4bn in portfolio of 111 assets
➤F
 irst industrial investments in US,
Europe and Asia Pacific

Oxford Properties
Country: Canada
Founded 1960

At 31 December 2018
Market value, €m: 63,857
(OMERS overall figure)
Value of real estate assets, €m:
38,168
Real estate performance: 9%

Short-listed
Canada Pension Plan Investment
Board Canada
The Crown Estate UK
Healthcare of Ontario Pension Plan
Canada
National Pension Service South Korea

Judges
Douglas Crawshaw
John Forbes
Ulrich Kaluscha
Sotiris Tsolacos

F

ounded in 1960 to develop a
single medical building in
Edmonton, Canada, Oxford
Properties has grown to become a
truly global real estate firm with
CAD59bn (€38.2bn) in assets under
management.
2018 was an unparalleled and
record year of growth for Oxford,
not only in terms of AUM, but also
in its geographic expansion, entering
the Asia Pacific market for the first
time. It was also the year it made its
first US logistics acquisition, first
residential acquisitions in Europe
and first public markets acquisition.
Moreover, it set a new record for
transactions, with over CAD12.4bn
transacted across 44 deals. As result,
Oxford grew its overall assets by a
third in 2018 rising from CAD44bn
to CAD59bn.
Oxford now spans four continents, nine countries and 17 cities.
It works with 41 joint-venture
partners, operates out of 69 offices
and runs 424 assets across five
sectors, with 3,100 commercial
tenants, 10,000 residential units and
3,000 hotel rooms. All for a total of
10m sqm. Concentrating its
investments on the best assets in
global gateways gives Oxford focus
and discipline, but also means it can
be creative about how it deploys
capital in complex ways.
The acquisition and take-private
of Investa Office Fund, an ASX-listed
REIT, for AUD4.5bn, was Australia’s
largest commercial real estate deal

of 2018 and one of the largest in
recent memory. Oxford had entered
the Australian market with top-quality assets and in a highly-visible
manner that sends a clear message
to the market about its long-term
commitment to the region.
In 2018 Oxford kicked off its
‘beds and sheds’ strategy to better
diversify its holdings by gaining a
more meaningful exposure to the
multifamily and logistics sectors.
Oxford’s acquisition of IDI
Logistics alongside Ivanhoé
Cambridge in the US for $3.4bn is
the perfect example. Acquiring a
portfolio of this size, scale and
quality would take years on an
asset-by-asset basis. In one fell
swoop, the IDI deal gave Oxford
access to a 111-asset portfolio
comprising 2.9m sqm with a
development pipeline of 35 projects
covering 1.5m sqm and land parcels
that support an additional 1.6m sqm
of build-out potential. This gives
Oxford tremendous room to grow.

I

n 2018 Oxford’s industrial portfolio
went from Canadian-only to
include the US, Europe and Asia
Pacific, and its industrial asset base
has almost tripled in a year from
CAD1.62bn to CAD4.69bn, representing 11% of the portfolio at year
end.
Likewise, Oxford has substantially grown its residential portfolio.
It made its first US multifamily
acquisitions via the purchase of
Aalto57 in Manhattan and Serenity
in Boston, as well as debuting in the
UK build-to-rent sector through the
formation of DOOR (DelanceyOxford Residential) and its investment in the Get Living platform.
This platform is pioneering the
professionally-managed build-torent sector in the UK; it owns 2,000

existing homes across two projects
in London and is targeting 12,000
homes in total. As a result, Oxford
increased its residential AUM by
150% in 2018 to CAD3.5bn and
added 3,000 units.
Building on the success of
Hudson Yards, Oxford launched St
John’s Terminal in Manhattan, a
120,774 sqm ‘horizontal sidescraper’ which represents its first
US project as lead developer. Oxford
purchased the site, the freight
terminus for the high-line, in
January 2018, for $700m and
launched plans for $2bn which has
been fully leased to Google.
By securing three anchor tenants,
Oxford also broke ground on The
Stack in 2018, which is set to be the
tallest office building in Vancouver
and the first high-rise in Canada to
become a Net-Zero Carbon building.
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APG
“APG has a clear focus on indirect real estate, with very well defined
restrictions in the way they invest to limit risk and to make use of
opportunities”
– JUDGE’S COMMENT

At a glance
➤L
 arge indirect portfolio driven by
local partnerships and presence
➤R
 igorous and diligent underwriting
process
➤A
 gnostic strategy driven by
megatrends and timing

APG
Country: Netherlands
Founded: 1999

At 31 December 2018
Market value, €m: 462,592
Value of real estate assets, €m:
41,675
Real estate performance: 3.51%

Short-listed
Allianz Real Estate Germany
Industriens Pension/PFA Pension
Denmark
Texas Permanent School Fund US
Versicherungskammer Bayern
Germany

Judges
Jim Fetgatter
Thomas Heijdendael
Deborah Lloyd
Marcello Vigasio

W

ith its origins as part of
ABP, Europe’s largest
pension fund, APG has
become one of the world’s leading
pensions-owned asset managers.
With ABP still its largest client by
some margin, and its main shareholder, its assets under management
at the end of 2018 totalled €459bn,
of which almost 10% – its target
allocation – is invested in real estate
worldwide. Flexibility comes in the
form of a 1.5% (€6bn–7bn) bandwidth either way of this target.
The portfolio is efficiently
managed by a team of over 40
highly-skilled investment professionals in three regional offices in
Amsterdam, Hong Kong and New
York. Its long-term unhedged euro
returns bear witness to its success:
11.3% over five years, 10.9% over 10
years, and 8.7% over 15 years.
At the core of APG’s approach to
real estate are some fundamental
investment beliefs. Firstly, property
is a local business. This was the
main driver to open offices in New
York in 1998 and then Hong Kong in
2007. This leads to the second belief
that it is inherently an indirect
investor, enabling it to partner with
the best local operators around the
world.
Indirect investing means that
APG will always have an operational
partner – not only to invest alongside but that also takes care of the
day-to-day management of the
assets. APG insists that its partners

have state-of-the-art operational
skills, and to simultaneously
enhance returns and mitigate risks,
it can take stakes in its operating
partners.
Within its definition of indirect
investing, there is no restriction
with respect to the ownership
percentage APG can take, which now
varies from 5% to 98%. Also, within
this definition, APG considers listed
real estate investments to be part of
its real estate strategy and allocation. This is thanks to its belief that
ultimately the returns of listed
property companies are determined
by the performance of the underlying properties and converge with
private strategies over the long term.
Moreover, the long-term nature
of APG’s capital allows it to exploit
short-term market inefficiencies.
Finally, the scale of its portfolio and
the fact APG represents millions of
pension beneficiaries imposes an
obligation of social responsibility,
that has led the group to take market
leading positions on ESG matters
during the underwriting and holding
period of its investments.

A

s part of the implementation
of its indirect strategy, APG
adopts a rigorous and
stringent underwriting process.
Effectively, the asset will become
part of what it internally calls the
‘APG collection of investments’. The
firm has its own proprietary model
to analyse and value all its global
holdings. Furthermore, digitisation
has allowed it to incorporate
alternative data into the ongoing
underwriting of its portfolio
investments. Its internal operational
due diligence team performs deep
dive reviews of its operating
partners to identify, encourage and
share best practice. This is an

ongoing process, as APG wants to
ensure that all of its investments
maintain, and indeed enhance, the
high standards it sets itself.
APG invests in an agnostic
manner to both market benchmarks
and investment structure with
respect to both listed and private
real estate. Instead, its investment
decisions are guided by global
megatrends, such as demographic
and social change, technological
advances, experience and sharing
economy, continued urbanisation,
climate change and resource
scarcity. Two sectors that are
currently clear beneficiaries from
these megatrends are housing and
industrial.
APG actively contributes to the
further development of the global
property industry by taking active
leadership roles in organisations
such as INREV, EPRA, APREA,
ANREV, PREA, ULI, NAREIT,
AFIRE and GRESB.

Over 30 Years of
Delivering Exceptional
Returns in Real Estate

For over three decades, we
have been investing in significant
real estate.

E: Info@chelsfield.com
T (HK): +852 3589 5566
T (UK): +44 20 7290 2388
www.chelsfield.com

We specialise in identifying and
acquiring complex underperforming
assets and transforming them
into exceptional properties where
retailers, businesses and individuals
want to be, shop, work and live.
Our teams around the globe, work
in close partnerships to find the
best solutions.

We believe that it is only through
delivering the very finest properties,
with the most engaging public
spaces, that the very best returns
are achieved.
At Chelsfield, we take a long-term
view and invest to deliver a
genuinely rewarding legacy to
our investors, partners, customers,
colleagues and public alike.
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ASIA PACIFIC

Canada Pension Plan
Investment Board
“A very active and significant institutional investor in the Asia Pacific region.
Their strategy is appropriate and has been yielding good results”
– JUDGE’S COMMENT

At a glance
➤F
 urther commitments to Chinese
housing and logistics portfolios
➤E
 xpansion of South Korean logistics
holdings to benefit from e-commerce
sector
➤A
 ctive buy-and-sell strategy in
various sectors across India

Canada Pension Plan
Investment Board
Country: Canada
Founded: 1997

At 31 December 2018
Market value, €m: 244,529
Value of real estate assets, €m:
31,787
Real estate performance: 4%

Short-listed
Allianz Real Estate Germany
Ivanhoé Cambridge Canada

Judges
Alan Dalgleish
Richard Urban
Nicolas Wong

C

anada Pension Plan Investment Board’s (CPPIB’s)
reputation as a leading
institutional investor continued to
grow in 2018. Its portfolios are
based on long-term investments and
it is active across the risk-return
spectrum, ranging from ground-up
development projects to stable
properties, in a mix of core and
alternative sectors and emerging and
developed markets as well as
investments in public real estate.
CPPIB’s real estate group
constructs and manages its portfolio
on a global basis, operating through
regional offices in Toronto, New
York, São Paulo, Hong Kong,
Sydney, London and Mumbai.
Depending on geography, it focuses
on the four main product types:
office, retail, industrial and housing,
with modest exposure to certain
alternative sectors in markets that
offer attractive risk-adjusted returns,
such as student housing, data
centres, medical offices and life
science/business parks.
Its investment strategy remains
primarily direct and it has a welldiversified portfolio in which it
monitors its concentrations and risk
profiles, including development
exposure. The core of the CPPIB
real estate strategy is investing
directly alongside joint-venture
partners or directly in real estate
platforms. It works with strong
operating partners that have deep

local expertise to source and acquire
new investments.
In Asia Pacific, CPPIB focused in
2018 on the industrial sector,
further expanding its relationship
with Goodman Group in China and
e-Shang Redwood (ESR) in South
Korea, as well as continuing to
develop its relationship with Longfor
Group Holdings in the housing
sector in China. It also continued to
invest in the mixed-use sector via its
interest in the Raffles City China
Investment Partners III vehicle. In
2018, CPPIB committed CAD1.6bn
(€1.1bn) across 14 investments in
Asia Pacific. Key examples follow.

C

PPIB increased its allocation
to its joint venture with
Goodman Group to own and
develop logistics assets in China by
$1.4bn, effectively increasing the
total allocation to $5bn. The
partnership has grown to a portfolio
of 33 high-quality logistics properties
comprising 2.5m sqm, with 99%
occupancy.
CPPIB partnered with ESR to
invest up to $500m in a vehicle
targeting modern logistics facilities
in South Korea. The portfolio will
consist of grade-A facilities in key
locations across the country.
CPPIB expanded its relationship
with Longfor in a new investment
cooperation focusing on rental
housing programmes, with an initial
targeted investment of $817m in
major Chinese cities via developments, acquisition and master-lease
of commercial assets to be converted
into rental housing.
Elsewhere in China, the Raffles
City China Investment Partners III
vehicle, of which CPPIB holds 25%,
formed a 50:50 joint venture with
Singapore’s GIC to acquire Shanghai’s tallest twin towers, which are

under development and will
comprise two 50-storey premium
grade-A offices linked at the base by
a seven-storey shopping mall.
CPPIB was active in India,
completing both acquisitions and its
first disposal. CPPIB and The
Phoenix Mills are co-investors in
The Island Star Mall Developers, a
strategic investment platform to
develop, own and operate retail-led
mixed-use assets nationwide. CPPIB
has completed the second tranche of
investment with an additional
INR9.38bn, bringing its total
commitment to INR16.62bn for a
49% stake.
In India’s industrial sector,
CPPIB further expanded its global
relationship with Global Logistic
Properties by focusing on acquiring
and developing modern logistics
facilities. CPPIB initially committed
approximately $500m.
In late 2018, CPPIB completed
its first disposal in India via the
venture formed between Shapoorji
Pallonji Group, which sold SP
Infocity Chennai, a 250,838m sqm
office asset. This sale marks one of
the first institutional exits in India.
The gross asset value on exit was
CAD434m.

Explore

With a thought leader in real assets
investment management in the Americas

GTIS ranks among the largest real estate private equity
investors in Brazil, and a leading diversiﬁed investor in the
United States with $4.6 billion in gross AUM

WWW.GTISPARTNERS.COM
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MARKETS

Ivanhoé Cambridge
“Broadly positioned emerging markets strategy that considers the smart city
initiative in India and the predominantly massive need for housing as a result
of urbanisation”
– JUDGE’S COMMENT

At a glance
➤F
 urther commitments to logistics
and smart city sectors across India
➤E
 xpansion of Latin American
portfolio with assets in Brazil and
Mexico
➤ Increased local presence in offices in
India and Latin America

Ivanhoé Cambridge
Country: Canada
Founded: 1953

At 31 December 2018
Market value, €m: 43,062
Value of real estate assets, €m:
43,062
Real estate performance: 7.8%

Short-listed
Canada Pension Plan Investment
Board Canada

Judges
Lars Hermann
Manfred Kupka
Melville Rodrigues

A

s an investor, developer and
operator, Ivanhoé Cambridge
works hand in hand with
partners that bring unique expertise
and a proven track record in key
markets. This approach is vital to
executing the company’s investment
strategy, which focuses on the world’s
most dynamic cities, with significant
breakthroughs in several highly
promising growth markets, including
mixed-use projects in India, Mexico
and China. With its partners Piramal,
Chongbang and LOGOS, Ivanhoé has
ensured the growth of its portfolio in
emerging markets, with investments
and commitments of more than
CAD2bn (€1.33bn) in 2018.
In India, in partnership with
Piramal, Ivanhoé completed an
equity investment of INR5bn in
Palava, a smart city being developed
by Lodha Group in the Mumbai
region. As an investor, Ivanhoé
understands how its capital can play
a vital role in developing sustainable
and modern places to live, work,
play and more, in major cities
around the world.
Palava is characterised as a
pedestrian-first smart city designed
to offer everything within walking
distance. Palava has already made
significant investments in developing high-quality, sustainable
infrastructure. It has been rated the
number one liveable smart city by
JLL and is emerging as a model of
urbanisation in India.

LOGOS India, a partnership with
an investment capacity of $800m
based on commitments from
Ivanhoé and fellow Canadian
pensions real estate asset manager
QuadReal, has acquired two strategic
logistics parks in Chennai for
INR7bn. This marks LOGOS’s first
acquisition since the launch of its
Indian business. The properties,
with access to the Chennai-Bangalore industrial corridor and Chennai
port, comprise a total gross leasable
area of 204,387m sqm on 85 acres.
Both parks are fully leased and
provide further development
opportunities.
In January 2019, Ivanhoé entered
into a partnership with Prologis to
invest in its logistics assets and
development projects in Brazil. This
partnership will develop and operate
logistics buildings in São Paulo and
Rio de Janeiro. The total investment
of $890m is part of the portfolio’s
repositioning strategy for industrial
and logistics assets in major global
cities where e-commerce is growing
rapidly.

I

vanhoé has been investing in Brazil
since 2006 and believes in the
strength of the country’s economic
fundamentals. Prologis is a world
leader in logistics real estate. It
manages a portfolio of properties
and development projects totalling
72m sqm in 19 countries. Ivanhoé’s
experience in Brazil, combined with
Prologis’s expertise in logistics real
estate, promises a flourishing future
in this market.
In Mexico, the Cuadrante
Neuchatel master plan, developed by
MIRA, will be Nuevo Polanco’s
next-generation mixed-use community. Two residential towers are
under construction and an office
project is under way within the

master plan community. Neuchatel
is a city-defining project that will
transform the urban experience of
Nuevo Polanco, in the heart of
Mexico City. In this investment,
Ivanhoé intends to raise the
standards for an office campus in
Mexico City. Neuchatel will be a
triple-A world-class complex
featuring the highest sustainability
features available.
As the portfolio expands and
Ivanhoé enters new territories and
asset classes, adding talent on the
ground in targeted international
cities is an essential step to support
its growth. In 2018, it increased the
number of employees at its offices in
Mexico City, São Paulo and Mumbai.
These teams are Ivanhoé’s eyes and
ears, as they stay informed of
socio-economic developments and
trends in emerging markets, manage
relationships with local partners and
seek opportunities for new strategic
partnerships, while collaborating
closely with colleagues at head
office. A physical presence in
emerging markets, with key hires,
allows Ivanhoé to source attractive
opportunities and partnerships and
to manage its investments more
closely.

Congratulations
to all the winners of the
IPE Real Estate Global Awards 2019
Global Property Research (GPR)
Proud sponsor of Investment in Europe Award
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Ivanhoé Cambridge
“Clear strategy with stated objectives, such as targeting strong growth of its
portfolio in Europe, with a focus on local partnerships, rather than indirect
investment to secure expertise”
– JUDGE’S COMMENT

At a glance
➤O
 bjective to double European
portfolio to €16bn in next three years
➤F
 ocus on five markets and large
urban centres
➤E
 xtensive investments in Greater
Paris

Ivanhoé Cambridge
Country: Canada
Founded: 1953

At 31 December 2018
Market value, €m: 43,062
Value of real estate assets, €m:
43,062
Real estate performance: 7.8%

Short-listed
KBC Pensioenfonds OFP Belgium

Judges
Sue Forster
Bas van den IJssel
Gerard Moore

T

he European market is one of
the main priorities of Ivanhoé
Cambridge’s growth strategy.
Its objective is to double its
European portfolio in the next
three years, from its current value
of some €8bn to €16bn.
Ivanhoé targets projects with the
highest potential for value creation,
performance and profitability,
particularly those with strategic
locations in regenerating urban
areas. These transactions are
aligned with its strategy, which
consists of developing a diversified
portfolio of high-quality core assets.
The focus is on large urban centres,
mainly in Western Europe, where
the economy, the population and
the job market are all growing. Its
risk profile is based mainly on
value-added, opportunistic and
development approaches, while the
investment strategy is based on
experienced operating partners
with local expertise.
Ivanhoé was one of the most
active investors in Europe in 2018,
committing more than €1bn in five
markets – France, the UK,
Germany, the Nordics and Italy
– and four asset classes (offices,
logistics, residential and retail). Its
main focus was on Greater Paris,
London and Germany. Greater Paris
in particular turned out to be one of
the most attractive markets.
Cap Ampère, a 90,000sqm office
building campus in the Saint-Denis
Pleyel area, was the largest office

deal in France in 2018. Built over
40 hectares, it comprises four
connected buildings. Located just in
front of what will be the largest
railway station in the Greater Paris
region and in close proximity to the
Olympic Village for the Paris 2024
Games, the asset offers a significant
value creation potential. With this
acquisition, Ivanhoé demonstrated
its ability to identify the best
performance opportunities on a
long-term basis.
HUB 247, a 10,000sqm office
development, shows Ivanhoé’s
conviction in high efficiency
development located in major hubs
of Greater Paris. Built within an
eco-district, the building also
features geothermal energy and
solar panels that contribute to very
low energy consumption in the
heart of a mixed-use neighbourhood. This speculative development
will benefit from the completion of
the largest railway station in the
area that reinforces Ivanhoé’s
conviction to its ability to satisfy
occupier demand.

F

inally, together with ICAMAP
and Woodeum, Ivanhoé has
launched ICAWOOD, a project
to develop new-generation,
low-carbon offices in the Greater
Paris region. The fund has raised
€750m of equity capital, for an
overall investment capacity of
€1.6bn of low-carbon offices by
2028. Ivanhoé is the cornerstone
investor in the fund, which welcomed 12 top-tier, international
institutional and family-office
investors. Ivanhoé also chairs the
investors’ advisory committee.
Woodeum has developed
high-performance environmental
and thermal technologies and
construction processes that use

cross-laminated timber.
In 2018, Ivanhoé continued its
investment strategy in the German
residential market, one of the
sectors it identifies as having strong
potential. It has signed a series of
agreements with a new partner,
Round Hill Capital, to become
co-owner of 3,200 units in residential properties in Berlin for €75m.
Round Hill Capital has been
managing several residential assets
in the German market for about 15
years.
The UK has been the main focus
of the asset management teams in
2018 and managed to prove
Ivanhoé’s resilience amid the
ongoing uncertainty in the market.
A key example is the Minster
Building, located within the City of
London, which has been comprehensively refurbished and repositioned in 2018. Designed by
Buckley Gray Yeoman, the refurbishment included alterations to
the external appearance, together
with the introduction of flexible
uses across lower floors. Office
floors have been modernised and
the whole building has been turned
into an efficient and flexible
building offering the amenities
occupiers expect, including a pub, a
juice bar, a gym and community
events. Today it is 70% let.

Greystar™ is a proud sponsor of the
IPE Real Estate Global Conference & Awards.
Our vertically integrated business model leverages expertise across
multiple disciplines to deliver results.

Investment Management
Property Management
Development and Construction
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Texas Permanent
School Fund
“This strategy makes immediate sense. Texas Permanent School Fund is
doing all the right things to position the portfolio to generate returns while
being defensive against a backdrop of an uncertain market environment”
– JUDGE’S COMMENT

At a glance
➤R
 ebalancing of US core portfolio with
niche industrial and office deals
➤F
 urther commitments to US
value-add and opportunistic fund
strategies
➤ Investment in junior debt strategy in
US multifamily rental sector

Texas Permanent
School Fund
Country: US
Founded: 1854

At 30 September 2018
Market value, €m: 30,277.6
Value of real estate assets, €m:
2,368.8
Real estate performance: 10.25%
time-weighted return

Short-listed
PGGM Netherlands

Judges
Manfred Kupka
Meagan Nichols
Sara Rutledge

R

anked as the world’s 26th
largest sovereign wealth fund,
with total assets of $44bn
(€39.2bn), the Texas Permanent
School Fund (PSF) was established
in 1854 with a $2m appropriation by
the Texas legislature for the benefit
of public schools in Texas.
Alternatives, which includes the
fund’s real estate and real assets,
make up by far the largest asset
group in PSF’s overall portfolio,
accounting for 46%.
Real estate investments go back
to 2006, with an initial 6% targeted
allocation as part of a strategic shift
to a 40% alternatives exposure. The
real estate portfolio now accounts
for 7.8% overall from a strategic
target of 10%. PSF’s real estate
programme is broadly diversified
globally across risk sectors, geography and strategies. It has a current
target of 35% for core investments
and 65% for non-core. It was
originally focused primarily on
investing in the US, but steady
rebalancing of the portfolio has seen
a greater allocation over time to
international markets, such that, by
31 December 2018, North American
assets accounted for some 55%.
With over half its real estate
portfolio still invested in North
America, the 2017/18 period was
another busy year, with its home
market, the US, benefitting most.
In the period under review, PSF
executed a significant rebalancing of

its core portfolio, which yielded
immediate benefits, added a niche
manager in the industrial sector, and
made an office co-investment in a
difficult-to-access sub-market. Each
activity has both individually and
cumulatively provided accretive
performance to the core portfolio.
The industrial investment was a
$100m commitment to an industrial-specific core fund. The real
estate team has targeted increased
exposure to logistics and industrial
in both the non-core and core
portfolio. The addition of this fund
has added 95 annualised basis points
to total core performance and the
fund has outperformed significantly
since it was added.
The office co-investment featured
the Burbank Office portfolio in
California. This was made with a
with an existing manager in a fully
stabilised portfolio with accretive
performance characteristics thanks
to faster rent and net operating
income growth than most current
core real estate.

T

he execution of the above
activities in the core real estate
portfolio has resulted in
outperformance of 181bps annualised from the second quarter of 2017
to the fourth quarter of 2018 versus
the benchmark and 173bps versus
the portfolio if the changes had not
been enacted.
PSF selectively did not recommit
capital to all pan-North American
strategies from its existing bench of
North American fund managers –
despite relatively strong performance – to free capital capacity for
more cycle-appropriate tactical
opportunities in the region.
PSF also recommitted capital to
four existing relationships, comprising pan-US value-add and opportun-

istic fund strategies given their
proven history of investment
discipline prior to the global
financial crisis and their proven
ability to improve property performance through active management.
Debt also featured among PSF’s
North American investments in the
review period. It struck a new
relationship with a fund strategy
focused on junior debt positions in
US agency whole loans on US
multifamily rental properties as
opposed to equity positions in the
latter part of the US multifamily
cycle while retaining potential for
equity-like returns.
Elsewhere PSF reinvested in a
fund executing opportunistic debt
origination and distressed debt
acquisition strategies, primarily on
commercial real estate in the New
York City region. Finally, PSF
participated in a co-investment in a
large US senior housing portfolio by
working with the property-level
operator which, together with an
existing PSF manager, purchased
portfolio divestiture from US
publicly traded REITs. This
eliminated blind-pool risk at later
stages of the cycle.

Combined platform.

Integrated expertise.

The scope and diversity of our platform enable us to identify and execute
on investment strategies across the capital stack.
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Government Pension
Investment Fund
“The widely anticipated entry of GPIF to the global real estate markets
is evidence of its carefully defined strategy and ambitious diversification
programme for its huge asset base”
– JUDGE’S COMMENT

At a glance
➤5
 % alternatives portfolio to add
diversification and stable returns
➤L
 aunch of domestic Japanese
domestic and global mandates in
2018
➤G
 lobal infrastructure portfolio with
sustainable focus in stable countries

Government Pension
Investment Fund
Country: Japan
Founded: 1961

At 31 December 2018
Market value, €m: 1,250,000
Value of real estate assets, €m: 300

W

idely regarded as the
world’s largest pension
organisation, the €1.3trn
Japanese public sector and national
giant Government Pension Investment Fund (GPIF) runs a prudent
investment strategy that is gradually
opening up to alternative investments, with notable real estate
allocations a recent addition to its
portfolio. It is the investment wing
of Japan’s Government Pension
Plans, which features two arrangements: Employees’ Pension Insurance and the National Pension.
GPIF’s investment target is to
secure a long-term real return (net
investment yield on the pension
reserve funds less the nominal wage
growth rate) of 1.7% with minimal
risk according to the medium-term
objectives that are set by the
Japanese government at the
Ministry of Health, Labour and
Welfare.
Until recently, GPIF’s investment
strategy comprised domestic and
foreign bonds, domestic and foreign
equities, and short-term assets. But
the current strategic allocation now
allows for a 5% alternatives weighting consisting of private market
investments in real estate, infrastructure and private equity.
The first significant search for
managers for alternatives mandates
begun in earnest in 2013. Two real
estate mandates, one for domestic
Japanese assets and one for global

holdings, were launched during
2018.
There are several reasons GPIF
sought to diversify away from
traditional bonds and equities.
Alternative assets have different
risk/return profiles from traditional
investment products such as listed
equities and bonds, and they are less
affected by price volatility in the
public equity market.
Considering these profiles, the
inclusion of alternative assets in
GPIF’s investment portfolio is
expected to improve the investment
efficiency and contribute to the
stability of the level of pension
finance it provides to the Japanese
national system. In addition, GPIF,
as a long-term investor, can expect a
premium by taking a liquidity risk
for investments in alternative assets.

E

xposure is gained through a
co-investment platform
featuring other institutional
investors in externally managed
funds of funds. GPIF has also
created a specialised unit called the
Private Market Investment Department to employ experts, examine its
investment strategy in consultation
with external advisers and develop
an appropriate risk management
framework.
The use of limited partnerships
was approved in 2017, as this allows
GPIF faster access to information on
investees and improved expected net
returns while strengthening risk
management through simplified
investment schemes with fewer
intermediaries.
GPIF’s infrastructure investments
target core assets in power generation facilities, electricity transmission systems, gas pipelines or
railways. Infrastructure is expected
to generate stable revenue over the

long term. It is particularly interested in assets that are essentially
for social and economic activities
under a well-established regulatory
environment. Exposure could
include equity stakes or debt.
For real estate, GPIF aims to
earn stable returns focusing on core
assets in real estate funds that are
invested in a timely and efficient
manner in line with the market
cycle. Sector-wise it prefers office,
commercial and logistics facilities,
and rental housing.
Since the start of domestic real
estate investment in January 2018,
GPIF has invested in eight private
REITs with diversified portfolios,
and their total value as of the end of
March 2018 was ¥8.1bn. Office
buildings accounted for the largest
share at 40% of the total portfolio,
followed by logistics facilities at 23%,
commercial facilities at 15% and
rental housing at 19%.
The global mandate followed in
September 2018, targeting North
American, European and Asia
Pacific assets with mainly core and
core-plus risk/return profiles, and
the potential for minority value-add
and debt strategies. The property
types include office, retail, logistics,
residential, student and senior
housing, medical offices and retail
warehousing.

Global
Perspective,
Access and
Expertise
Morgan Stanley Real Estate
Investing is a leading global real
estate investment platform which
has been one of the most active
property investors in the world
for more than two decades.
With offices throughout the US,
Europe and Asia, regional teams of
dedicated real estate professionals
combine a unique global perspective
with local presence and significant
transaction execution expertise.
To find out more,
visit morganstanley.com/im.
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OPPORTUNISTIC
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National Pension
Service
“Impressive 2018 annual real estate performance at 11.75% from a
commendable strategy focused on enhancing the skills of its global
investment teams”
– JUDGE’S COMMENT

At a glance
➤€
 1.7bn purchase of Goldman Sachs’s
London European headquarters
➤M
 ajor divestment activity to optimise
profits with 11.75% return in 2018
➤L
 arge-scale expansion of overseas
and alternatives teams in five years

National Pension
Service
Country: South Korea
Founded: 1987

At 31 December 2018
Market value, €m: 502,268
Value of real estate assets, €m:
22,280
Real estate performance: 11.75%

Short-listed
APK Pensionskasse Austria
CERN Pension Fund Switzerland

Judges
Kees Hage
Melville Rodrigues
Nicholas Wong

S

outh Korea’s National Pension
Service (NPS), which by certain
measures is the world’s third
largest pension fund, is always
pursuing opportunities to grow its
huge €502bn asset base. Alternative
investments, which include its real
estate and real assets portfolios and
currently represent 12% overall, are
very much at the top of its agenda.
Last year, the NPS was especially
active in real estate, deploying over
€16.6bn in investments, while
earning €2bn and posting a return of
11.75%. This is a marked improvement on the €364m it earned and
the 2.68% return achieved in 2017.
Looking more closely at the source
of this success, NPS sold the Sony
Center in Berlin during the period
under review. This is a landmark
central multi-use building complex
at Potsdamer Platz. The deal was
worth €1.1bn and the fund sold the
asset to a consortium led by fellow
pensions investor Oxford Properties.
Next, the NPS purchased a
building belonging to Goldman
Sachs’s European headquarters office
complex in London for about
£1.17bn. This represented the fund’s
single largest real estate investment
in 2018.
NPS also sought opportunities in
smaller deals both at home and
abroad, not least divestments. This
included the disposal of an office
building in Australia and sale of a
Seoul business and commercial
facilities development project. These

build on previous large-scale
divestments, such as HSBC’s London
headquarters at Canary Wharf and
the Helmsley building in midtown
Manhattan. Although both these
assets provided stable lease income,
NPS’s opportunistic approach meant
they were sold off at the right time
to generate the highest possible
profits.
To optimise and capitalise on its
fast-growing exposure to foreign
assets and to ensure it remains
abreast of the best opportunities in
the market matching its investment
profile, NPS has also focused in
recent years on enhancing the skills
of its investment teams in global
markets. This includes the reorganisation of the alternatives teams to
strengthen their capabilities. The
previous approach of splitting them
by region, with South Korea and
global teams, created problems
when managing investments that
were not classified by region. To
solve this, it has reorganised the
teams by asset class to cover private
equity, real estate and infrastructure. This places NPS in the best
position to identify and react swiftly
to the most attractive investment
opportunities.

P

art of this restructure includes
recruitment. NPS again
expanded its teams, taking on
the best and most talented investment personnel who match its
requirements and objectives. This
has seen a substantial increase in
numbers, with 165 new members
joining the fund in the five-year
period between 2015 and 2019. Of
the total 371, a third of the investing
team work in the global investment
unit, while a quarter work in the
alternatives department.
Additionally, NPS now boasts an

overseas headcount of 40 in offices
in London, New York and Singapore.
These are specialists exploring
prime investment assets and
opportunities to expand both NPS’s
global and alternatives ambitions.
To support the expansion, NPS
has developed and executed short
and long-term plans for alternative
investments to overcome fiercer
competition in the market. For
instance, NPS undertook a series of
activities to adopt new asset
alternative classes and assets in its
investment portfolio, including
platform building, exploration and
execution, feasibility and assessment, and implementation of any
new class in its strategic asset
allocation. It has at the same time
aimed to streamline the complicated
internal processes associated with
managing alternative investment
portfolios.

What’s a cactus
got to do with
investment?
Well, nothing usually. But this cactus belongs to a renter
in Heidelberg, where the population has grown 7.6%
since 2011.
It’s one of many European cities where the demand
for rental properties has skyrocketed as more people
migrate for work.
That’s why we’ve invested €4.2bn in residential assets
across Europe over the last three years – bringing strong
returns for our clients, and giving homes to cacti just like
this one.
Find out how our local knowledge and market insight
could help find the right investment opportunity for you.
Find out more at patrizia.ag
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Texas Permanent
School Fund
“Thoroughly comprehensive, well-presented strategy showing fantastic
knowledge and insight. Highly regarded”
– JUDGE’S COMMENT

At a glance
➤H
 ighly diversified core and non-core
defensive indirect strategy
➤S
 ignificant core portfolio rebalancing
exercise
➤E
 xpansion of Asian portfolio and
European restructure to neutral
from overweight

Texas Permanent
School Fund
Country: US
Founded: 1854

At 30 September 2018
Market value, €m: 30,277.6
Value of real estate assets, €m:
2,368.8
Real estate performance: 10.25%
time-weighted return

Short-listed
AP4 Sweden
APK Pensionskasse Austria
Ivanhoé Cambridge Canada
Oxford Properties Canada

Judges
Peter Hansson
Richard Urban
Jeroen Winkelman

T

he Texas Permanent School
Fund’s (PSF’s) real estate
programme is intended to
provide diversification versus
traditional asset classes such as
public equities and fixed income
securities through non-correlated
returns and protection against
inflation. Additionally, it is managed
to protect against downside risk via
conservative use of leverage, limited
development and significant income
returns.
PSF’s first venture into real estate
came in 2006 as part of a broad
diversification initiative and
portfolio restructure that provided
for 40% of the fund’s overall assets to
be transitioned to alternatives. This
included a 6% real estate weighting
that has since risen to a strategic
10%, with real estate now accounting
for 7.8% overall.
The portfolio is managed through
limited partnership agreements and
is now broadly diversified by region,
sector and strategies. Having started
initially with a heavy US bias, it has
become global in nature, with Asia
Pacific benefitting the most from
shifts to reduce the portfolio’s
reliance on US assets.
PSF’s portfolio construction
depends on key characteristics,
including
l A defensive strategy focused on
entry value, conservative use of
leverage and/or downside protection;
l The ability to flex between US and

Europe, depending on pipeline and
macro factors;
l A focus on high-quality assets in
supply-constrained gateway markets;
l Building extensive relationships
with best-in-class local market
operating partners; and
l Exploring niche markets such as
student housing and healthcare
strategies.
PSF consistently reviews how it
builds its real estate portfolios. In
2017, it executed a significant
rebalancing of its core portfolio,
which yielded immediate benefits,
added a niche manager in the
industrial sector, and led to an office
co-investment in a market to which
it previously did not have direct
access. Each activity has individually
and cumulatively provided accretive
performance.
Furthermore, the review led to
redeeming 100% of a single core fund
worth $300m, or 26% of the portfolio, as a result of continued unlevered underperformance. The fund
redeployed the proceeds with
75%/25% split into two existing
funds.

P

SF’s core portfolio is managed in
a concentrated strategy and this
change reduced the number of
investments from six to five. The
rebalancing took place between July
2017 and March 2018. Since then,
the liquidated fund has continued to
significantly underperform. The fund
increased by $225m has outperformed by 87 basis points and the
fund increased by $75m has outperformed by 64bps. The total rebalancing resulted in additional
performance of 77bps annualised
since it was implemented.
In the review period, PSF
increased its pan-Asian exposure
and added tactical overlays via

overweight to Japan and niche Asia
debt strategies. Asia non-core
exposure reached 18% at the end of
December 2018, compared with 8%
in 2015.
As PSF has increased non-core
exposure to debt modestly, highreturning downside-protected
strategies have been identified in
less-efficient Asian markets and
debt-related strategies now account
for 51% of the total Asian non-core
portfolio.
Tactical moves in the Asian
portfolio included a recommitment
to an existing manager to have an
overweight position in Japan via a
fund series that seeks inefficiencies
from corporate, bank and other
non-strategic owners of Japanese
real estate.
Two follow-on commitments to
existing PSF funds with a long-term
PSF manager focused on opportunistic debt origination and distressed
debt acquisition strategies in
developed markets of Australia,
Japan and China. One successor
fund is top quartile and one top 5%
for its vintage.
In Europe, given PSF’s increased
commitments pre-2016 leading to
an overweight in the region, and a
flattening outlook, it reduced its
forward-looking relative percentage
exposure to pan-European strategies
from over to neutral weight, while
selectively adding performanceenhancing niche and tactical
European strategies.

Australia

Brazil
Mexico

Canada

China

The Netherlands

Denmark
Norway

Finland

Panama

France
Poland

Germany
Russia

Greece

South Korea

A world of difference in real estate.
Like most great ideas, it’s a simple one: creating excellence in the built
environment produces lasting value. For more than 60 years, Hines has
delivered buildings as functionally and architecturally significant as they
are commercially sound.
By blending far-reaching vision with the expert insight of
tenured, local teams and a commitment to diversification,
Hines has demonstrated international leadership in
award-winning asset and property management,
sustainable development, skillful acquisitions,
and strategic real estate investment funds.
In real estate, who you invest with makes
a world of difference.

hines.com

ZOOM
Berlin, Germany

India
Spain

Ireland

Italy

United Kingdom

Japan

Luxembourg

United States
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Healthcare of Ontario
Pension Plan
“A lighthouse in the industry. HOOPP bridges its sustainability strategy and
approach with the commercial interests of the fund in a very impressive and
convincing way”
– JUDGE’S COMMENT

At a glance

Healthcare of Ontario
Pension Plan
Country: Canada
Founded: 1960

At 31 December 2018
Market value, €m: 52,241
Value of real estate assets, €m:
9,457
Real estate performance: 8.88%

Short-listed
The Crown Estate UK
Ivanhoé Cambridge Canada

Judges
Thomas Heijdendael
Jens-Christian Stougaard
Sander van Tongeren

➤S
 ustainable strategy for partner
accountability in reporting,
performance metrics and targets
➤L
 arge-scale climate-change risk
assessment across all 193 incomeproducing assets
➤E
 xtensive sustainable partner
engagement and educational
programme

T

he Healthcare of Ontario
Pension Plan’s (HOOPP’s) real
estate sustainability strategy is
designed to ensure its properties
remain attractive, healthy, resilient
and efficient, as it believes that this
will protect and enhance property
valuations and income. The strategy
also drives strategic partner accountability through reporting, performance metrics and targets, and
creates partnerships via working
committees and ongoing education
and dialogue. Considering environmental, social and governance factors
is also consistent with its fiduciary
duty to plan members.
Building on a track record of
excellence through these practices,
HOOPP set its focus higher to
address the new sustainability
challenges in strategic areas:
l Climate-change risk and resilience. In 2018, in collaboration with
its insurance company and sustainability experts, HOOPP surveyed all
of its 193 income-producing properties globally about their exposure to
risks from extreme weather and
climate change, as well as their
preparedness to respond to these
hazards and improve resilience. The
results were summarised in a risk
management matrix that provides a
portfolio-wide view of the state of
climate change risk and resilience
across holdings. The fund believes

this represents one of the first of its
kind in the Canadian real estate
industry and has provided HOOPP
with a portfolio-wide view of its
climate risk exposure and a detailed
list of which properties are most at
risk from which hazards. Furthermore, HOOPP can now use the
resilience assessment to determine
how best to prepare properties for
climate change hazards and work
with the asset and property teams to
invest in appropriate resilience
measures. Finally, the work contributes to climate change risk disclosures, such as GRESB and the PRI
Direct Property Investing module.
l Retail excellence programme. In
2018, HOOPP convened representatives from its retail-focused management partners to discuss
sustainability issues and opportunities relevant to retail properties. It
offered webinars with expert
speakers, facilitated group discussions and provided a forum for
management partners to network
and share ideas in a focused fashion.
l Strategic tenant engagement.
HOOPP’s portfolio management team
members engaged directly with top
office tenants to identify their
sustainability priorities and discuss
how HOOPP can help support them
to achieve their objectives. This
provided HOOPP with an opportunity to strengthen the relationship
through a mutual objective of
improving sustainability. As a result,
it will be providing these tenants with
a sustainability scorecard to further
the discussions.
l Accountability through policy,
reporting, performance metrics and
targets. HOOPP uses a variety of
tools and initiatives to encourage
improvement and promote accountability among its teams and its
properties. Last year it approved its

Real Estate Sustainability Policy,
which outlines its sustainability
commitments and how it will meet
them. It has also set five-year
property level targets for energy,
water, waste and greenhouse gases
and uses its sustainability data
collection partners to track progress.
HOOPP is committed to disclosure
and transparency, as is evidenced
through its yearly participation in
GRESB and PRI as well as the
publication of its Pillar Scorecard in
its annual Sustainability Report.
l Partnerships via working
committees, ongoing education and
dialogue. HOOPP publishes newsletters and holds quarterly sustainability committee calls to ensure
managers are up to date on the fund’s
initiatives, discuss best practice and
provide an opportunity for managers
to share success stories. Furthermore, its commitment to supporting
and educating its managers is
reflected in its annual LEAP conference and awards. This full-day event
includes several thought leaders to
inspire and educate the attendees,
who collectively represent more than
one third of the Canadian real estate
market.
HOOPP properties continue to
achieve measurable environmental
and social results. Since 2013,
HOOPP has decreased office property
energy intensity by 11% to
25.4ekWh/sf and water intensity by
19% to 55L/sf.

OVER 3 DECADES.
1,400 EMPLOYEES.
165 MILLION SQUARE FEET.
ONE SINGULAR VISION.
At Tishman Speyer, we convert
opportunity into value through
our expertise in every aspect of
real estate. Our global professionals
work collaboratively across
disciplines and borders to create
properties of enduring value in
New York and around the world.

ACQUISITION
DEVELOPMENT
LEASING
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
tishmanspeyer.com
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Ivanhoé Cambridge
“Ivanhoe Cambridge is a monster company and one would expect it to be
able to be active on many fronts but the projects listed show an aggressive
approach to value-added developments”
– JUDGE’S COMMENT

At a glance

Ivanhoé Cambridge
Country: Canada
Founded: 1953

At 31 December 2018
Market value, €m: 43,062
Value of real estate assets, €m:
43,062
Real estate performance: 7.8%

Short-listed
The Crown Estate UK
Friends First Ireland
Healthcare of Ontario Pension Plan
Canada

Judges
Gunnar Branson
Jim Fetgatter
Gerard Moore
Richard Urban

➤S
 trategy based on value creation,
performance and profitability in
urban areas
➤R
 edevelopment and purchase of key
sites in Paris and London
➤P
 artnership with COIMA to develop
land plots in key Milan business
quarter

I

vanhoé Cambridge develops and
invests in high-quality real estate
properties, projects and companies
that are shaping the urban fabric in
dynamic cities around the world. It
does so responsibly, with a longterm view to generate optimal,
risk-adjusted returns and is committed to creating living spaces that
foster the well-being of people and
communities, while reducing its
environmental footprint.
Europe is at the centre of its
value-added strategy, as it is one of
the main priorities of the firm’s
growth strategy. It is therefore
aiming at strengthening its focus on
major markets in Europe, relying on
local expertise.
Ivanhoé targets projects with the
highest potential for value creation,
performance and profitability,
particularly those with strategic
locations in regenerating urban
areas. These transactions are aligned
with its strategy, which consists of
developing a diversified portfolio of
high-quality core assets. Western
Europe is key to its European
success, where the economy, the
population and the job market are
all growing. Committing more than
€1bn to European markets in 2018,
London and the UK, and Paris were
key targets.
The Minster Building, in the City
of London, has been comprehensively refurbished and repositioned

in 2018. Designed by Buckley Gray
Yeoman, the refurbishment included
alterations to the external appearance, together with a change of use
to flexible uses across lower floors.
The office block now features a gym,
a juice bar and even a pub.
Prior to the departure of Deloitte
in 2019, Ivanhoé obtained in 2018
planning consent from the City of
London to redevelop Stonecutter
into a 32,000sqm, grade-A office
scheme. Located on the western
fringes of the City, the asset will also
benefit from excellent accessibility
thanks to the Farringdon Crossrail
station nearby.

I

vanhoé launched an investment
vehicle in the UK with Peel
Logistics Property (PLP) in 2017,
with the goal of developing a €1bn
portfolio. Considering the success of
this alliance, it has strengthened the
partnership by acquiring a stake in
the company. This transaction is
part of its commitment to support
the growth of PLP, a company that
is extremely well positioned in the
UK’s high-quality logistics real estate
market.
Currently owning three assets
totalling more than 46,451sqm,
Ivanhoé and PLP are on track to
build a 213,677m sqm portfolio
thanks to the additional equity
committed in 2018. The new
development projects are located in
the prime areas of Sheffield and
Knowsley, close to major infrastructures and facing an under-supplied
market in need of modern logistics
space.
In the Paris region, Ivanhoé
acquired Cap Ampère, a 90,000sqm
office complex in what was the
largest deal in the French office
market in 2018. Built over a 40ha
plot, it comprises four connected

buildings located close to what will
be the region’s biggest railway
station and the 2024 Olympic
Village.
HUB 247, a 10,000sqm office
development acquired from
Bouygues Immobilier and designed
by François Leclercq Architecture
shows Ivanhoé’s conviction in high
efficiency development located in
major hubs in Greater Paris.
Partnering with ICAMAP,
Ivanhoé launched a fund to develop
new-generation, low-carbon offices
in the Greater Paris region. This has
raised €750m of equity for an overall
investment capacity of €1.6bn of
low-carbon offices by 2028, of which
Ivanhoé is the lead investor. This
fund reinforces Ivanhoé’s wellestablished ability to invest in high
value creation development projects
in Europe’s large cities, especially in
Greater Paris.
Ivanhoé also fosters strong
partnerships in tactical markets
such as Italy. A key example is a
strategic partnership with COIMA
regarding the acquisition of land
plots in the development of the
Porta Nuova business district in
Milan.
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AEW
Mina Kojuri, Investor Relations
+44 20 7016 4750, mina.kojuri@eu.aew.com		
					
AXA IM – Real Assets
Florence Dard, Global Head of Business Development
+33 1 44 45 82 92, florence.dard@axa-im.com
Alessandra Canavesi, Head of Marketing
+44 20 7003 1066, alessandra.canavesi@axa-im.com
Berkshire Residential Investments
John Bottomley, Managing Director, Head of Business
Development
+1 646 448 1337, jbottomley@berkshireresi.com
Michael Coffey, Senior Vice President, Senior
Relationship Manager
+1 617 646 2430, mcoffey@berkshireresi.com		
				
BNP Paribas REIM
Laurent Ternisien, Chief Client Officer
+352 26 26 06 36, laurent.ternisien@bnpparibas.com
Nils Huebener, Chief Investment Officer
+49 69 29899889, nils.huebener@bnpparibas.com
Brookfield
Laura Barstow, Senior Vice President
+44 20 7408 8357, laura.barstow@brookfield.com
Nacho Font, Director
+44 20 3937 5881, nacho.font@brookfield.com
Peter Grancaric, Senior Vice President
+44 20 7408 8244, peter.grancaric@brookfield.com
Chelsfield
Nick Loup, Chief Executive Officer Asia/Group
Vice-Chairman
+852 3589 5562, nloup@chelsfield.com
Jun Ho Lee, Director, Business Development, Chelsfield
Asia
+852 3589 5569, jhlee@chelsfield.com
Clarion Partners
Jeroen Verheijden, Managing Director, Client Capital
Management
+44 20 3897 0788, jeroen.verheijden@clarionpartners.com
Evans Anderson, Managing Director, Portfolio
Management
+1 212 883 2654, evans.anderson@clarionpartners.com
Eric Simonnet, Director, Business Development, Legg
Mason
+33 1 58 05 05 65, esimonnet@leggmason.com
COIMA
Matteo Ravà, Managing Director – Asset Management
+39 02 655 0661, matteo.rava@coimasgr.com
Gabriele Bonfiglioli, Managing Director – Investment
Management
+39 02 655 0661. gabriele.bonfiglioli@coimasgr.com
Credit Suisse Asset Management (Switzerland) Ltd
Christoph Schumacher, Head of Global Real Estate
+41 44 333 92 42, christoph.schumacher@credit-suisse.com
Credit Suisse Fund Management S.A.
Maarten Van De Loo, Head of Distribution Netherlands
+352 43 61 61 254, maarten.vandeloo@credit-suisse.com
Carolina Bocchini, Business Development Real Estate
International
+41 44 333 75 67, carolina.bocchini@credit-suisse.com

DWS
Pieter Furneé, Global Head of Responsible Investing –
Global Client Group, Head of Benelux
+31 20 555 4421, pieter.furnee@dws.com
Bart Van Coeverden, Director Institutional Clients,
Benelux
+31 20 555 4195, bart.vancoeverden@dws.com
Ulrich Von Creytz, Head Alternatives Coverage
Specialists, Real Estate
+49 69 91016429, ulrich-von.creytz@dws.com
Europa Capital
Schalk Visser, Partner, Head of Private Capital Markets
+44 7500 445943, svisser@europacapital.com
Wendy Phillips, Head of Investor Relations
+44 20 7881 6883, wphillips@europacapital.com
Ian Currie, Director
+44 7775 831525, icurrie@europacapital.com
Generali Real Estate
Roberto Marsella, Head of Portfolio Strategy & Real
Estate Partnerships
+39 02 4353 5258, roberto.marsella@gre.generali.com
Alberto Agazzi, Head of Fund Management, CEO GRE Sgr
+39 02 4993 1597, alberto.agazzi@gre.generali.com
Nicholas Garattini, Head of Product Development &
Investor Relations
+39 02 4993 1551, nicholas.garattini@gre.generali.com
Global Property Research
Jeroen Vreeker, Head of GPR Index Team
+31 20 348 8451, j.vreeker@gpr.nl
Floris van Dorp, Senior Index Analyst
+31 20 348 8452, f.van.dorp@gpr.nl
Greystar Real Estate Partners, LLC
Wes Fuller, Executive Managing Director, Global
Investment Management
+1 843 579 3202, wfuller@greystar.com
Adam Pillay, Senior Managing Director, Investor
Relations
+1 212 364 6336, adam.pillay@greystar.com
Claudius Weissbarth, Managing Director, Investor
Relations
+44 20 3595 3302, claudius.weissbarth@greystar.com
GTIS Partners
Dietrich Heidtmann, Managing Director, Head of
International Capital Markets
+33 1 70 37 58 80, dheidtmann@gtispartners.com
Tom Shapiro, President & CIO
+1 212 220 5202, tshapiro@gtispartners.com		
Hines
Lars Huber, Senior Managing Director & CEO European
Region
+44 20 7292 1999, lars.huber@hines.com
Michael Haas, Senior Managing Director – Capital
Markets
+49 89 14333720, michael.haas@hines.com
Patricia Bandeira Vieira, Director – Capital Markets
+44 20 7292 1995, patricia.bvieira@hines.com
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LaSalle Investment Management
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Long Harbour
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Tabitha Perry, Marketing & Communications
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M&G Investments
Stefan Cornelissen, Director: Institutional Business
Development
+31 20 799 7680, stefan.cornelissen@mandg.co.uk
Tony Brown, Global Head of Real Estate
+44 20 3977 1137, tony.brown@mandg.com
M7 Real Estate
Teresa Gilchrist, Director, Head of Investor Relations &
New Business
+44 20 3657 5500, teresa.gilchrist@m7re.eu
Morgan Stanley
Gareth Dittmer, Managing Director, Head of Europe
Investor Relations, MSREI
+44 20 7677 1778, gareth.dittmer@morganstanley.com
Paddy Bingham, Managing Director, Portfolio Manager of
Prime Europe
+44 20 7425 8747, paddy.bingham@morganstanley.com
					
NIAM
Jennifer Andersson, COO & Head of IR & Business
Development
+46 70 844 30 19, jennifer.andersson@niam.se
Fanny Jörwall, Associate
+46 70 819 68 39, fanny.jorwall@niam.se
Tina Edvall, Analyst
+46 72 333 53 51, tina.edvall@niam.se

Nuveen Real Estate
Michael Sales, Chief Executive Officer
+44 20 3727 8444, michael.sales@nuveenglobal.com
Christoffer Hedberg, International Advisory Services, UK
+44 20 3727 8476, christoffer.hedberg@nuveen.com
Romina Smith, Director, International Advisory Services,
Germany
+49 69 667736809, romina.smith@nuveenglobal.com
Orchard Street Investment Management
Philip Gadsden, Managing Partner
+44 7764 183320, philip.gadsden@orchard-street.co.uk
John Humberstone, Partner
+44 7766 443520, jhumberstone@orchard-street.co.uk
Dana Eisner, Head Of Investor Relations
+44 7834 439688, deisner@orchard-street.co.uk
PATRIZIA
Jochen Reith, Managing Director Patrizia Institutional
Clients & Advisory
+49 821 50910667, jochen.reith@patrizia.ag
		
Tishman Speyer
Matthias Hünlein, Managing Director, Equity Capital
Markets
+49 172 6734183, matthias.huenlein@tishmanspeyer.de
Michelle Doran, Managing Director, Equity Capital
Markets
+44 7825 382958, mdoran@tishmanspeyer.com
Tristan Capital Partners
Sasha Silver, Managing Director – Head of Client
Development
+44 20 3463 8896, ssilver@tristancap.com
Simon Martin, Senior Partner, Head Of Research &
Investment Strategy
+44 20 3463 8870, smartin@tristancap.com
Adam Smith, Executive Director, Client Relations &
Marketing
+44 20 3463 8867, asmith@tristancap.com
USAA Real Estate
Scott Stuckman, Executive Managing Director, Global
Investors Group
+1 800 531 8182, scott.stuckman@usrealco.com
Max von Below, Managing Director, Global Investors
Group
+31 20 235 1700, max.vonbelow@usrealco.com

SAVE THE DATE
14 MAY 2020
VILLA COPENHAGEN

ENTRIES

SPONSORSHIP

Please contact Robert Melia Watson
T: +44 (0)20 3465 9327
E: robert.watson@ipe.com

Please contact Janet Pearch
T: +44 (0)20 3465 9303
E: janet.pearch@ipe.com

IPE.COM/REAWARDS

WINNERS

PLATINUM
Global Real Estate Investor of the Year

Ivanhoé Cambridge

Outstanding Industry Contribution

François Trausch

Real Assets & Infrastructure Investor of the Year

PensionDanmark

GOLD
Large Real Estate Investor of the Year

The Crown Estate

Medium Real Estate Investor of the Year

WPV

Small Real Estate Investor of the Year

KBC Pensioenfonds

Investment Consultancy of the Year

Cambridge Associates

SILVER REGIONAL
Asia Pacific

National Pension Service

Austria, Germany and Switzerland

Versicherungskammer Bayern (VKB)

Belgium and France

AG2R La Mondiale

Netherlands

APG

Nordic Countries

Industriens Pension/PFA Pension

North America

Healthcare of Ontario Pension Plan (HOOPP)

Other Countries and Regions

Cattolica Assicurazioni

UK and Ireland

The Crown Estate

SILVER THEMED
Alternatives Strategy

Bouwinvest Real Estate Investors

Core and Core-plus Strategies

Friends First

Debt Strategy

Allianz Real Estate

Direct Strategy

Oxford Properties

Indirect Strategy

APG

Investment in Asia Pacific

Canada Pension Plan Investment Board

Investment in Emerging Markets

Ivanhoé Cambridge

Investment in Europe

Ivanhoé Cambridge

Investment in North America

Texas Permanent School Fund

Newcomer

Government Pension Investment Fund

Opportunistic Strategy

National Pension Service

Portfolio Construction

Texas Permanent School Fund

Sustainable Strategy

Healthcare of Ontario Pension Plan (HOOPP)

Value-added Strategy

Ivanhoé Cambridge

